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iintrv, that I believe a few remarks
I
tain to be heard witli attention.

it are certake for my
the
admitted
fact
that
tin
hor>es of
starting point
di t nitcd Slates ol America require improvement,
and trom thence 1 pa^s on immediately to express
»w 1
think this desired improvement can most
i>il> be etle< u-d. The importations of good blood
to the country i> undoubtedly the right way, but
there are many breeds of horses to select from,
n he. ome> our duty to make a wise choice.
That
th<
\iab horse N the parent of the equine race, I
>c< little ol any reason to doubt.
Climate ami fetal
are quite sufficient to account for the varied individualities \ve sec around us here and elsewhere.
The lordly thoroughbred. the shaggy Calloway,
die active hunt* r, the stately carriage horse, the
rmderous dray or wagon horse, ami the diminu;ive Shetland, are one and all descended from the
faultless Arab. L. i u> for a moment consider the
desert horse.
There are now iti Arabia live distinct families of
dt. clean bred Arab horse, directly bred from the
Ive favorite mares of the Prophet. These horses
.re guarded with jealous care: their pedigrees are
kept without an error, and to purchase :i mare of
n> one .1 those families i< simply impossible. No
sum will tempt the Bedouin to part with hi> mare.
Intrigue <>r powerful interest will at high tigures
eeasionully obtain a stallion of some one of those
Tine breeds; generally, when they leave the Arabian peninsula, they com*
presents from the
Sultan of Turkey or from the Viceroy of Egypt t*>
s.»me European sovereign; occasionally, but rarely,
iti Indian rajah presents one to the Viceroy of InI inler these eirctiindia m to s«fin* Britishotfii'cr.
stance' the animal is certain to be pure bred, but
under no oilier.
During iny wanderings I never
One of these is a
.i w but three pure-bred Arabs.
in stunt liorse called Bard, the property of the
England, presented to her Majesty by the
The second is a black liorse,
tun of l’urkev.
!
of tiie hereditary Prince of Piedmont,
Highness by the Viceroy of
Lgvpi. ;>ud die third is the property of Col. Cal*
:»
British
m'd.
rivalry ollicer, and was taken as
lie is also a
>st in the last Indian campaign.
chestnut liorse.
lie (>ony structure of me Araii is small, he
in !y
-xceeds fourteen hands two inches; his
h**ad is beautful, his forehead is Grecian in profile,
i<- eye is large and full of tire, the nostril is expanded, and the lips are thin and mouth small; the
trs are line, pointed and erect, and always in motion, the gullet is remarkably deep cut* and the
head consequently well set on; the chest is arched;
tie shoulder is oblique line, and invariably the
withers ere rounded; the spine is straight, and the
tail is placed high and carried like a plume; the
barrel is large and the ribs deep. The chest is also
*v
ler in proportion than is generally seen in other
h'-ii. bred horses.
Tin* limbs are delicate to a deand appear almost too fine until we recollect
that the cannon bone of an Arab, is proportionately heavier than that of any other race of horses;
its texture i> almost that of ivory, .*> dense is it.
The Arab is of varied colors; lieu-bitten gray the
most common, next, chestnut; then black, and
sometimes dapple brown, and rarely, indeed, a

deep bay.

on

The temper of the Arab is generous and fiery;
reliable under the gentle rule of his nomadic ownbut he becomes m unworthy hands a very fiend

er,
in

ferocity.

escape from the lodges.
presented was one of frightful reality. The hide covered
lodges w7-rc
ripped with knives by the soldiers and many
a bullet
passing through the opening thus
made, laid low the braves within.
The uproar was
deafening. The sounds of lire arms,
^eils of the infuriated soldiers, yells and
death-cries of the redskins, the
and

ting of N. V. Farmers'Club, Miss

Middy Morgan, the well informed Irish lady who
uue to this fountry la>t \ear and was installed :i>
stork Reporter for the N. V. Times—delivered the
following lecture on tlio horse. from her personal
A-rivations in Europe and the East—
The subject before us is one of such vital importance to the agricultural interests of this great
•

time to effect their
1 ho scene now

COOKING

A WOMAN'S

RECIPES.

Lamii Chops. Fry them n little brown in butler. then mill a little water, Hour, salt, and a dust of
pepper, to the gravy; let it brown, and pour itover
I he chops.
Suck ion l’rnnixo. One eup of butter, half
a eup of sugar, yolk of one egg; beat together; stir
in half a eup of boiling water. Let it come to a
boil, and when ready for use, flavor to taste.
Two eggs, two cups
lll'TTEUMILK Bedding.
sugar, half a eup of butter, one teaspoonful of
soda silled in two cups of flour, three cups of buttermilk: stir the flour iu lightly. Grease your tin,
and hake one hour. It can he turned out.
Railroad Cake. Three eggs, one cup of sugar,
one large spoonful of butter; beat together; stir in
light I v one eup of flour, a little yeast powder, or
soda sifted in flour. Bake in quick oven. This is
a tine dessert with the above sauce.
Shout Cakes. Dissolve half a pound of fresh
butter in as much milk as will make a pound and
a half of Hour in a paste, roll it out about a quarter
of an inch thick, and cut it into large round cakes.
l)o them in a frying pan and serve them hot. Eat
with butter.
Cue am (1 kiddle Cakes. One quart of sour
cream, four beaten eggs, one teaspoonful of salt,
two of so la, and one pint of flour; mix the soda in
half the flour, and stir in the last; bake as soon as
mixed, and serve immediately; add more flour if
not thick enough to suit.
A Cheap and (IoOD Pie. In half a teacup of
viuegar put one tablespoonful of butter, one teacup of molasses, one teacup of dried currants, one
Roll two soda crackers
egg, and a little nutmeg.
fine, and add to the above, and you will have material enough for two pies. Try them, and you
will make more.
Cream Drop Cake. A half pint of rich cream,
and a pint of egg, beat the yolks and whites separately : add a teaspoonful of salt, and as much flour
as can bo beat in with a spoon; it should be just
thick enough to drop from a spoon; butter pans,
and drop the cake unit; let it bake hard. If the
cream is sour, add soda.
Soft Chocolate Cake. One pound of sugar,
twenty eggs beat half an hour without separating,
half a pound of grated chocolate added gradually
to the eggs and sugar, with three-fourths of a lb. of
starch flour; the whole beaten half an hour. Butter the forms, and sprinkle them with pulverized
crackers, and turn in the mixture.
American Raised Waffle. One pint of sweet
milk, one heaping teacupful of butter, three eggs,
a tablespoonful of thick brewer’s yeast, one quart
of flour, and another teacupful of sweet milk, in
which is dissolved a quarter of a teaspoonful of
soda. Let it rise until very light, then bake as othServe hot with butter and sugar.
er waffles.

I gave my flowers while they were sweet,
And sweetly you have kept them all.
Through my slow summer's great last heat
Into the lonely mist of fall.
Once more I give them. Put them by,
Back in your memory's faded years—
Yet look at them, sometimes, and try,
Sometimes, to kiss them through your tears.

of

Hay as a Feed. Corn-stalks are difficult to
must be cut or scalded to be of benelil; roots must be managed; and much labor is required for all this—and, at best, you have not a reliable fodder, a “bread-and-butter” for stock. But
you have it in hay, not the ripe or bleached article
"that we find so much. This is worse than good
But the hay that is grass
straw or corn-stalks.
cured, such as we now and then find, and once
it
miss
never
there; this is wanted. Here
finding,
is something fresh and sweet ami nutritious, containing all the elements necessary to growth and
the production of butter and cheese, and these of
better quality and of equal or superior quality to
anything that is commonly produced. We say "it is
better, more desirable all round than any other
feed.
It is the natural food; it is healthy; it is nutritious, it is readily raised and easily gathered, enriching the land at the same time (by its aftermath and
sod) and is easily handled. It needs but be thrown
to the stock, without being cut or steamed. The
butter (made of it in winter) has a tine flavor, a
good color, the cheese the same, and the milk is
your summer milk, only more concentrated (less
watery) therefore better. Stock is kept healthier
by feeding suclijhay. You see it in the excrements,
the good, bright looks of the cattle, their great, full
free breaths smelling of summer; the hide is mobile
and the coat is smooth. There is liveliness in vour
stock of all kinds, especially the colts and the
calves. Pigs and sheep require nothing more than
the early cut, well cured clover.
For growth,
nothing perhaps equals it; hence, just the thing
for young growing animals, which need not fat but
muscle, bone, etc.
We have seen this fully demonstrated. We have
seen Ilii- hay, particularly clover, come out of the
I mow fresh and green, the blossoms still there, their
color but slightly' dimmed; we have seen this eaten up clean and every time; we have seen the fine
effects in the milk, the growth, and the good condition of the animals, and this continued during the
winter, and in Hie spring large supplies of butter
made; and nothing fed but the hay; it was suffiIt was even better than grain, disposing less
cient
to the evils at the time of parturition. The cooling
(•fleet of the grass (hay) lessens the tendency to inflammation and other harm, and avoids tiie high
straining which grain and other strong feed induces
in the end hurting more than benefiting, and for
the present, not surpassing (of muscle) and milk,
quality as well as quantity being considered.
We do not object to turnips, beet and carrots,
and c\ on potatoes and apples. Neither do we wish
to be understood as finding fault with corn-stalks.
We even have seen the good effects from straw,
cut green and cured and run through the straw
cutter. Let these things be fed as occasion may require. They may be made, when properly treated
and of good quality, to do well.

keep; straw

His powers of endurance are almost incredible,
lb will gallop on. hour alter hour, fetlock deep in
the burning sands of the Sahara, without other
food than a few dates, a swallow or two of camel's
milk. and a handful of parched corn. But then as
soon as he reaches his master’s tent no care is too
much for him.
ilo is the pet of the family; he sleeps under the
warmest blankets; lie drinks of the most choice
and eats of the best that loving hands could give
him ; he is what the horse should ever be, the friend
and companion of man.
Now let us consider his descendants.
As all
English authorities regard the English thoroughbreds as the direct descendants of the Godolphia
and Derby Arabians, bred from with English
mares, 1 will particularize a few of the changes
that food and climate have effected. The Knglish
thorough-bred is larger, swifter, less lovely, but
more beautiful than his
He stands
progenitor.
from 15.1 to 10 hands in height; he is
capable of
immense things; at two years old he wins a Derby, and decs it iu less than no time; if he carries
off the blue ribbon, lit goes on for the Ascot. with
nicp'-ase.I weight and distance, wher« if he wins,
h goes ill for handicaps, weighed again and again
<u oven fresh
victory, until having proved his
worth, he retires from ih<* turf to transmit his
name to future a^es.
Were 1 commissioned to-morrow to purchase
horses lo improve the blood in this country, i
should not be careful to select Derby winners; on
the contrary, 1 should secure young horses of undoubtliil purity of descent, of faultless shapes, of
reliable temper ami with superb action. I would
import thorough-bred English stallions, half-bred
and three-quarter bred Irish mares, Clydesdale
•la 1 lions and marcs,—both are necessary—there is
at the moment such a pressing want of handsome,
showy, heavy team horses in this country; and
last, though not least. [ would at any c->{ secure
some cleati bred Arabs,
although to ertect this l hail
to penetrate, revolver in hand, even to the heart of
the Sahara. From these sons of the desert I should
expect great things, mating them, as I would with
the most choice mares of this countrv.
Derby
winners sell at high prices, from £5,000 to £20.000;
first-class English stallions, from £1,000 to £2,000.
Irish mares of the approved elasses vary from £75
to £300.
Clydesdales can be purchased'from £100
up to £500.
1 entirely disapprove French blood. At best, it
rREl’AUiXG Bonks for Manure. Let a barrel
is but mongrel, and must want the staying power
or hogshead he set in some convenient place whereof the dean bred animal. I would warn mv
in all the hones usually scattered irom the kitchen
American friends of so-called Arabs imported dihe collected. This will save the farmer's back
rect from Africa.
These horses are invariably may from one
source of offence, and his premises
yard
Barbs or Syrians, or Gulf Arabs—always more or
from the annoyance of prowling curs, if no more.
less impure in their blood, and rarclv, if ever worth
Put in first a layer of ashes, and then spread on the
any thing except as pack hacks for timid ladies or bones—the more
evenly the better—then add more
for young children to ride.
ashes, and sufficient water to keep them well
moistened, but not so as to loach. Continue the
[From the Lewiston Journal, j
addition of bones, keeping on sufficient ashes to
PLOWING.
cover them, and generally before the barrel is full
I'eep plowing has been handed down to us as a those at the bottom will become a soft
paste-like
part of our agricultural literature; it has generally mass,
readily cut with a shovel, and should then
been advocated by agricultural writers, papers and be
mixed with the ashes. The whole forms an exspeakers. We fear they sometimes do violence to cellent
to almost any crop, either of the
their idea by not appreciating the stern fact that field orapplication
We have tried it on the latter
“circumstances alter cases”—that conditions should with thegarden.
best effect, especially upon cabbages,
be taken into account in this, as well as in all
opbeans and various vines.
erations, Whoever adopts the rule to plow all lands turnips,
Such a preparation of bones has been applied to
ten or twe lve inches deep, does violence to
agricul- corn in the hill, at the rate of half a pint to each,
tural economy.
and produced a greater product than half that
The constant accumulation of ages, or cultivation I
quantity of guano, applied at the same time for the
has rendered our surface soils
congenial to plant, purpose of comparison. It litis been used year afour soils cannot lie determined
by an arbitrary ter year, upon the field, and always with the best
rule of inches. They generally vary in this State,
success—each crop seeming better than the last.
from four to twelve niches.
The manner of plow- \\
hope these remarks will set our economical* to
ing soils makes a great difference in their product- work, for if this hone
manure, compared with
iveness. The grand desideratum should lie to
is $30 per ton, it is well worth saving—and
keep
the vegetable mould, or rich soil on the surface. guano,
the thousands of wasted source* of fertility ntav
If cold, inert soil he brought to the
surface, the better be employed than to go to Peru for an arplant has nothing to stimulate its germination and ticle far less
profitable, considering cost and result.
growth it will hardly have courage to push its
roots through the cold, dead, inert soil, to line! the
Keep Youii Land Good. We are apt to crop
humus aii.l rich soil buried beneath. This course until the soil is exhausted or
greatly reduced—inwould he like a farmer's, who. in his commendable deed,
crop it so long as any profit can bo realized.
zeal to improve his farm stock, would cover a
This
is very wrong; it is killed land; and its compail
of rich milk with hay, and the hay with
straw, and plete restoration thereafter is impossible. It can
then say to his young calves, that cannot he reared
only be brought up to a profitable poinWiv manure
without milk, “Eat vour way through straw and and
labor, tint never to the original fertility, if that
hay, there is milk at the bottom!” We should ap- fertility was large.
ply the epithet Idol to such a man: yet no more
foolish than he who turns his rich surface soil unA Monster Beast. The
der tell or twelve inches, and
people of Easton,
brings hard pan for
food for young plants.
Missouri, having long been harassed and exIf a thin soil be turned under a
foot, it will re- cited over the depredations of an animal
quire a large amount of manure to render the stir- known as the “Page County Monster," deface tit to sustain the plant, and to
bring it back to termined to abolish him, and
Its accustomed state of productiveness.
accordingly
Deep plowing alone can never render a poor soil good. If turned out en masse and had a grand hunt
the soil have the elements of productiveness to a for him. The killing of the animal is thus
good depth, tile plow will render ellicient aid in described:
developing its resources. In this ease deep plowAfter some time wo were convinced that
ing is profitable. It1 this is what is meant by deep the,
dogs had brought the beast to a stand.
we
are
plowing,
agreed. But if by deep plowin'*
We kept on stumbling over the bushes for
ll is understood to plow all land a foot
deep, irreHpectivc of strength and depth of tile soil, we must about a half hour, every minute drawing
Is- excused from riding on the beam! If
shoal nearer the dogs, until we at last camo
up
plowing means to skim the surface not extendin'* with
them, when, sure enough we discovered
ijuwn to the depth ot the #ood soil, we likewise
the
of
our
object
search, backed up against
demur; and would ask flic favor to ride the beam
in this case tin amount of manure applied mi<*lit the trunk of a large tree and
death
make the soil richer than profitable, that
our
is, the among
poor dogs. He had already killed
manure had bettor he applied to a greater
of
some
live or six of our best dogs, and
depth
crippled
soil.
several more. The dogs were
Have rule* limy safely be adopted. first : plow us
getting afraid
to approach him, but we
us
tile
IhikI
was
before.
In
tins ease
Jeep
plowed
them,
you will obtain a good surface soil, as (lie surface m order to induce him to keep Iiis stand,
soil was turned at the last plowing; second: plow when our rifles and shot
guns were brought
as
deep as you please, if you are prepared to into play with various
success.
Several shot
manure abundantly', and,
eonseipienllv obtain a took eftect on the
animal, and several more
good top soil.
on
the
The
One rule may comprise the three. Plow as
monster was in a terrible
dogs.
deep
his eyes fairly
as
yon can and sufficiently enrich your surface soil rage,
fire; woe to the
and no deeper. The deeper the soil the better
unwary dog that came within his reach
vegetation will resist the drought. There is no Mr. Holman liked to have
been killed by
more soil to retain water and the
deeper roots will venturing too near the animal, which
strike, and ls> more secure from drought.
made
H is agood idea for fanners to break an
a furious bound at him, just
inch deepgrazing him
er until they reach the
and
off
his
of
ten
but
a
coat,
depth
inches, provided
tearing
well-directed
they can apply enough manure to make the surface shot from the famous rifle of our
leader, Mr
soil
ra h to
encourage young plants.
Moxly, at this moment, stopped the animal’s
Shoal and deep ploughing liavl- been
presented,
career.
The animal in question, which has
:uid the extremes guarded against,
hot farmers
guard against these extremes. The medium is safe created so much consternation through the
on contested points.
Let shoal and deep plough- northwestern
part of this State, and part of
ing advocates agree on this point; p|ow a* deep\s Iowa, is
men who know to be
pronounced
you can sufficiently manure the surface and no
a California lion.
It is about seven to eio-ht
deeper.

dealing

encouraged

“No doubt! Oh, you

LAST GIFT.

fiomc hero. I know wliile it was May
My mouth was your most precious rose,
My eyes your violets, as you sav
Fair words, as old as Love, are those.

I’ve dimly known, afraid to know,
That you should have new flowers to wear;
Well, buds of rose and violets blow
Before you in the unfolding air.
So take from other hands, I pray.
Such gifts of flowers as mine once gave
I go into the dust, since they
Can only blossom from my grave.

:

MR. PETERS’ FIRST WIFE.

as

groat

brutal hateful

my dear, doh’t fly into a fury! We
will try to spend our last week in happiness.
Oh, by the way, I have a proposition to
make.”
“Go on, sir! Do not spare me !”
“Ah, yes, that is the very thing I wish to
do. I know your mind is entirely engrossed with your ascension, and I wish to spare
you the care of the house. Suppose you invite Sarah here to-morrow, to spend a
week!”
“What!”
“Then I can arrange our matrimonial
preparations in the evening, while you are at
the lecture.”
“What!”
“And you can leave the house in her
charge all day, That will give you plenty
of time to go out, and she can learn the ways
of the house.”

“Stop,

“What!"
"Dear, dear! no toast, eggs boiled as hard
“And my near, one little tavor.
brickbats, and the coffee stone-cold.”
the last 1 shall ever ask of you.

from the table in a
temper by no means amiable, and rang the
bell violently. There was no answer! He
rang again, a third, a fourth time, and still
Out of all patience, he went to
no answer!
the door and called—“Maria ! Maria !”
A slight, pretty little woman, dressed in a
soiled, tumbled wrapper, with hair in a state
of direful confusion, answered his summons.
She had one of those bright faces which Nature intended should be decked with continual
smiles; but now, all its roses in bloom, it
was drawn to its full length, and the large
blue eyes had a serious, or rather doleful extheir usual
pression, totally at variance withhad
lost its
Her voice, too,
joyous look.
melodious, ringing sound, and was subdued
to a dismal whine.
“What is it, Joseph?”
“Where’s Bridget?”
“Gone out for me. I want more white
ribbon for my ascension robe.”
Mr. Peters said a very naughty word, and
then continued:
“Cold coft'ee, hard eggs,
breakfast not lit to eat.”
“I wish,” whined his wife, “you would
think less ot temporal matters, and turn
your attention to the great end of life.”
“Hang it all, rnadant, I like to enjoy my
life while I do have it. Here was I, the happiest man in the United States, with a pleasant home, a chatty, cheerful loving wife, and
good quiet children; and now, since you
have joined the Millerites, what am I ?”
“Oh, Joseph, it you would only, only
come into that blessed circle.”
“Oh, Maria, if you would only come out
of it. Where are the boys ?”
“I’m sure I don't know.”
“Are they going to school to-day ?”
“No, dear Joseph.”
“For what reason, madam ?”
“My dear, their teacher has given up the
school, and is turning her mind to more exalted objects. Oh! Joseph, turn now, while
there’s time. You have still a week for preparation and repentance.”
“Repentance! Well, when I take up the
subject, it will take more than a week to put
it through.
And Sir. Peters put on his coat and took
up his hat.
“Joseph," said his wife, “you need not
send home any dinner. I shall be out, and
I’ll take the boys over to their uncle’s to
dinner."
Joe made no answer, unless the violently
emphatic manner in which he closed the
door was one. Muttering with anger, he
strode into a restaurant to make a breakfast.
Here he was hailed by one of his friends,
Fred Somers, who looked up as he heard
Joe’s order
“Hallo!” he cried, “you here?
What
are you
doing here at breakfast time ? Wife
sick?”
“No."
“Had a quarrel ?”
“No.”
“Gone to town ?”
“No !”
“Then why don’t you breakfast at home ?
Chimney on fire ?”
“No.”
“Servants all dead?”
“No!”
“Well, what in tho thunder is to pay ?”
“Maria's joined the Millerites !”
Fred gave a long, shrill whistle, and thou
said:
“Going to ascend next week?”
“Yes, and if I don't commit suicide in
the meantime, you may congratulate me. I
am almost distracted.
Can’t get a decent
meal, children running riot, servants saucy,
house all in confusion, wife got the blues,
either quoting the speeches ol the elders at
me, or sewing on a white robe, and groaning
every third or fourth stitch. Hang it all,
Fred, I’ve a great mind to take poison or
join the army!”
“H’m! h’m! you give an coalmining picture, but I think I can suggest a cure.”
“A cure?”
“Yes, if you will promise to take my advice, I will make your home pleasant, your
wife cheerful, and your children happy.”
“Do it!” cried Joe. “I’ll follow your
word like a soldier under his superior officer.
What I shall do ?”
At tea time Mr. Peters entered his home,
whistling, Maria was seated at her sewing,
and there was no signs of
preparations for
evening meal.
“Maria, my dear,” said Mr. Peters, “is tea
ready ?”
“I don’t know,” was the answer, “have
been out all day attending
meeting.”
“Oh, very well; never mind. Attending
You
are
meeting!
resolved, then, to leave
me next week ?”
“Oh! Joseph, I must go when I am called."
“Yes, my dear, of course. Well, I must
resign myself, I suppose. By the way, my
dear, has it ever occurred to you that I shall
be left a widower with three
children? I
think I am a handsome man
yet, my love,”
and Joe walked over to tho
glass, passed his
fingers through his hair, and pulled up his
collar.
Maria looked up rather
surprised.
“You see, dear, it is rather a relief for
you
to go quickly, you know.
It is so wearing
on the nerves to have a
and
belong illness;
sides, my dear, there will bo no funeral expense to pay, and that is quite a saving.”
Mrs. Peters lips quivered and her
large
blue eyes filled with tears.
Joe longed to
quit his (heartless speech and comfort her,
but he was fearful the desired effect was not
And Mr. Peters

rose

yet gained.

oo, my dear,” he continued “if you must
go, I have been thinking of getting another
wife.”
“What?” cried Mrs. Peters.
“Another wife, my love. The house must
be kept in order, and the
boys cared for.”
flashing
The grief was gone from Maria’s face, but
her teeth were set with a look of fierce
wrath.
Another wife, Joseph! Another wife !”
“Yes, I think I have selected a good successor. I have deliberated a
long time, when
I was a bachelor, between her and yourself.
sufficiently
You will like her; she is your bosom
friend!"
“What! Sarah Ingraham !”
"Yes, my dear. I think that on the day
by
you ascend, I will marry Sarah Ingraham!”
“What! that
feet long, about three and a half feet
good-for-nothing, silly, emphigh, ty-headed old maid,
the mother of mv childThought engenders thought. Place one idea on and
its
shoulders
built,
massively
being very ren ! What!”
paper, another will follow it, and still another, unand mane long. He had enormous
til you have written a page. You cannot
heavy,
fathom
‘.Well, my dear, it seems to be the best I
your mind. There is a well of thought there which teeth, which ho could use to terrible effect.
can do.
I don’t want to leave
lias no bottom; the more you draw from it.
my business
{he It is supposed the skin will be stuffed and sent to
more clear and fruitful it will he.
go a courting, and sho will have me, I
to some museum.
know.”

It may be
Stay at

home one or two days and show her around,
where you keep things, and so on, so that
she won’t have any trouble in keeping order
after you go. You will do this to oblige mo,
won't you ?”
Mrs. Peters, for an answer, rolled up the
ascension robe into a ball and fired it at Joe.
The cotton, scissors, work basket and table
cloth followed each other in rapid succession
and he was unable to fly. Then Maria’s rage
found vent in words.
“So! you are agoing to marry Sarah!
That’s the reason you whistled so nice when
you came in! But you shan’t marry here, sir!
You shan’t have that gratification ! I will
stay, if it is only to spite you ! I won’t go ? I
tell you, Mr. Peters, that I won’t go !”
“But my dear you must go jfvou are oome
for.”
“I won’t go!"
“But consider, my dear.”
“I won’t go!,’
“But what will Sarah Ingraham think of
it ?”
“Sarah! Don’t dare to mention Sarah to
me again !
I—I—I—oh!—I am fairly choking!” and the little woman threw herself into
a chair in a fit of hysterics.
Next morning Mr. Peters met Fred in the
street,
“Well, old boy, how goes it P”
“Fred” was the reply, “I am the happiest
man in the world.
I have regained my wife
and domestic peace, and got rid of a busy,
tattling old maid, who, under pretence of
loving my wife, was everlastingly interfering
in all our house hold arrangements.”
“Then Mrs. Peters will not ascend, will
she?”
“If Sarah is to be my second wile, and
step-mother to my children, Mrs. Peters has
concluded that, on the whole she won’t go ?”
HORRIBLE MURDER IN OHIO.

Mansfield, Ohio, March 14, 1870.
The inhabitants of this quiet town were
thrown into great excitement on Saturday
morning last by a rumor that one of the most
horrible murders on record in this State had
been perpetrated in their midst.
The house is situated on the street running
at angles with the main street, on a line with
the railroad, and in the rear of the United
States Hotel. It is a double one story frame
with an attic.
One side of the
building,
house is occupied by a family of negroes,
and in the other dwelt the victim of the murder. The body lay in the attic, on entering
which a most sickening scene presented itself.
On the bed in the right hand corner of the

apartment

lay

the

unfortunate

woman,

drenched in her blood. Her wounds were
numerous and horrible to gaze upon.
The
throat was cut from car to ear; on tho right
side of the neck there was a deep gash; on
the upper part of one breast was a ghastly
wound, and there was a deep cut in the right
side of the face, laying open one cheek from
the angle of the jaw and exposing the teeth
to view.
In indicting this wound the assassin had thrust his knife into the victim’s
mouth, nearly severing the tongue, anti
drawing it out by some means as it protruded from the between the lips, which were
drawn up and contorted as from agony. Besides these wounds, any of which was serious
enough to cause death, the beast in human
form had actually disembowelled the woman.
A large incision had been made in her abdomen, from which the entrails, mangled and
cut, gushed out. It is impossible to describe
the sickening horror of the scene. Blood
bespattered the room, on the floor and on the
furniture. The bedclothing was dyed with
the gore.
There is no doubt whatever that the illfated creature struggled desperately for her
life. The appearance of the room indicated
that her assassin had overcome her only after
a fierce and
prolonged resistance. Besides,
the struggle was heard by and actually awoke
the negroes in the adjoining house, and the
negro man rising from his bed rushed to the
door just in time to see the form of the murderer leaping through the side window with
a bound and
hurry oft' down the street. Why
he did not instantly give the alarm is not
clearly explained; but next morning the negroes mentioned the circumstance to the neighbors, whose suspicions became aroused by
the fact of the woman not making her appearance as usual. Some of them went to
the door and knocked, and receiving no response placed a ladder against the window
and entering the room discovered her dead
body lying on the bed as described.
But little is known of the poor creature except that she was a seamstress, named Mary
J. Limsford. She arrived here from Cincinnati some live months ago, and was reported
to be a widow, with one child.
It is statod
that she had two suitors for her hand, one of
which she accepted, and that the marriage
ceremony was to have been performed on
Wednesday next. So far no clue has been
obtained to the murderer.
Some persons
think that the crime was committed
by the
disappointed lover, but there is no evidence
whatever at present to justify the suspicion.
The tragedy has naturally created the
greatest excitement and aroused the city authorities to unwonted activity.
A reward of
$1,000 has been offered for the arrest of the
murderer, and it is hoped that he will be discovered before many days can pass. At the
present writing, however, the terrible affair
is shrouded in the deepest mystery.

“Mack,” the Washington correspondent of

the Cincinnati Enquirer, thus lifts the veil to
show how the Government is robbed:
“No later than last evening I was conversing with a gentleman, whose opportunities
for correct information are not
surpassed by
any living person, Gen. McPherson’s Adjutant General for three years—and
reputed the
best officer of the kind in the service. Since
the war he has had command of the
troops
on the Texas frontier.
In that
capacity he
got his best insight into the enormities of the
army swindlers. He told me of a sun dial
which had been constructed in one of the
frontier forts—a very plain article on a
granite pedestal—the actual value of which he estimated at $17. What do you think the Government has paid for it ? He assured mo that
he had gone to the trouble to examine the
vouchers in the department, and, said he, ‘as
I’m a living man, that sun dial has cost the
Government $40,000.’ I asked how it was
done. ‘I don’t know,’ said he, ‘I
only know
that every quartermaster and
commissary
who has had anything to do with the fort own
a pair of horses, with silver
mounted, monogram harness and splendid carriages and big
stone front houses.’
He enumerated a variety of other abuses ot all kind.”

THE LOSS OF THE ARCTIC.
A Mysterious and Startling Story.
A correspondent of the St. Louis Republican tells the following strange
story, which
will be read with special interest at this time,
while the fate of the Boston is still involved
in doubt:
The summer after the Arctic was lost, the
writer visited New York, and at the Astor
House in that city was called upon by an old
friend and schoolmate who resided for several years at Alton, 111., and is pleasantly remembered by many of the older residents of
that place.
This gentleman now lives in
Chicago and holds a responsible position in
one of the leading railways of the Northwest.
At the time the events occurred which I am
about to narrate, Mr. M-was a private
secretary or foreign correspondent for E. K.
Collins, the manager of the noble but most
unfortunate line of steamers bearing his name,
and an imitate of his ofljee. M-was then,
and is now, unless time and trial have sadly
changed hint, a jolly, good hearted, clever
fellow, afraid of nothing, believing not much
in anything, and certainly tho last person
likely to bo at all tinoturod with superstition.
His veracity is unquestionable. After a long
conversation about our boyhood days, and
the companions whom we had both known
and loved in that era, I naturally made some
inquiries relative to the Arctic, knowing that
M-, from his situation would be likely to
glvo some iqoldenta that perhaps had nover
been made public. To my surprise, when
tho subject was broaohed, his face assumed a
sei'ious east, his voice softened to a subdued,
half whispering tone and he remarked :
“There is a mystery about that affair which
has always puzzled me, and which I do not
like to think of. To my knowledge it has
never before been spoken of outside Mr. Collins’ oftjee, or his immediate family circle.
I will, however, tell it to you, but can giye
only the facts as they fell under my own ob-

servation, without attempting an explanation ,"
M-’8 story was substantially as follows, barring the inaccuracies which must

accompany the effort to remember a conversation transpiring 15 years ago:
“I was,” said he, “as you know, a clerk in
Mr. Collins’ office, and, I believe, rather a fa*

necessarily

vorite with hint. A*- any rate lie allowed mo
more liberties titan most of the other employes, and frequently conversed about his
own personal matters in a semi-confidential
manner, which was very gratifying to one of
my ago.
“Mr. Collins' wife and two children, a boy
and a girl, went to Europe in the summer of
1854, and made quite an extended tour on the
continent. While absent, they kept for his
gratification a journal, telling the places
through which they passed, the dates of thenvisit to each locality, and a brief description
of the various objects of interest. This journal, in detached fragments, was regularly
transmitted to him, and he naturally perused
it with great pleasure. At that time spiritualism was creating quite an excitement in
New York, and some of the clairvoyants, or
trance mediums, had gained considerable
notoriety. One evening Mr. Collins thought
he would give the phenomena a personal investigation, or at least submit the question to
He accordinga sharp and satisfactory test.
ly disguised himself, and went alone to the
house of a celebrated female medium in a remote part of the city.
Sending up a fictitious
name, he was ushered into the presence of
the woman, lie stated to her that he desired
to know the whereabouts of a middle aged
lady, a young lady anil boy, and described
as nearly as possible the appearance of his
wife and children. The medium, after tinusual preliminaries, lapsed into the trance
state, said that she saw the party distinctly ;
that they were in an old town, she did not
know the name, and just at the time visiting
an old church.
Of this church she gave a
sufficiently minute description, which Mr
Collins noted down, together with the date of
the interview, and departed. In due course
of mail, several weeks after, the journal arrived, and on examination verified exactly
the particulars furnished by the clairvoyant.
“Of course Mr. Collins was surprised at
the curious revelation, but the press of business soon drove it from his mind, and lie forgot it altogether. Meanwhile the summer
passed and September came. Mrs. Collins
and her two children were to return on the

Arctic, according

to a

previous arrangement, |

and sailed accordingly. This steamer was
noted for the quickness and regularity of her
voyages, and was due at New York, if I remember
rightly, on a Saturday evening. Mr.
Collins resided out of town; that night, however, he remained at his brother’s in the city,
but the Arctic did not arrive. He came down
to breakfast next morning, and, looking sad
and thoughtful, was rallied by his brother on
account of his gloomy countenance, and asked it he slept well. He replied that lie had
not, that his sleep had been broken by bad
dreams, and that he had dreamed the Arctic
was in trouble.
Ho was laughed at for permitting such a thing to disturb him, but Sunday went by and still no Arctic, and when he
reached the office Monday morning, he related the dream to me. I urged_him to think no
more of it; that the steamer would probably
get in that day or the next, and he ought not
to allow himself to be worried by the vision
of an anxious brain. But the steamer did
not come, neither were any tidings heard
from her, and the alarm became general.
In this emergency, Mr. Collins bethought
him of the clairvoyant, and paid her a visit,
taking the same precautions as on his previous call. He again asked if she could see
the lady and children, and the medium again
subsided into a trance. But -this time she
seemed disturbed and perplexed, and said
that she could not see clearly for everything
appeared to be enveloped in a mist or fog.
(The collision which sunk the Arctic, it will
be remembered, occurred in a thick fog otf
Cape Race.) At last she exclaimed that she
saw them; that the lady and two children
were standing on the quarter deck of a steamer, that the vessel was apparently in distress,
sailors and passengers were running to and
fro, and the whole scene indicated impending
disaster. Here ended the vision—the woman
could discover nothing more, and Mr. Collins
left her with a heavy heart.
Perhaps it was the next day, or the second
one after this interview, about noon, when,
as we were all
sitting in the office, a dozen
or twenty of us,
engaged in writing or other
business, that a well-dressed gentleman
rushed into the Iront part of the room from
Broadway, bare-headed, and evidently in a
state of the wildest excitement.
He asked
for no one, but throwing his hands over his
head exclaimed in a loud voice, “The Arctic
is lost off Cape Race; only-passengers
are saved, and my brother is
among the lost!”
(He gave the exact number of passengers,
but 1 cannot now recall the figures.) The
man was instantly surrounded by the attaches
of the office, demanding to know who lie was
and where ho got his information, but he
paid no attention to their interrogatories, and
after repeating the same words with the same
gesticulation three times, he broke away,
dashed into the crowded street and was seen
no more.
Not until three days after this did
the first instalment of survivors from the
Arctic land on our shores. When the accident was made known in all its awful details
and the interest had partially abated, a reward
was offered through the
daily papers for the
mysterious stranger, and he was besought to
appear and reveal the source from whence
he derived the intelligence communicated in
the Collins office, but he never came, and although the entire detective force of New
York was employed to work up the case, no
trace or sight of him was ever discovered.”

Correspondence
KILLING

of the

barking
bowline1 of the Indian
dogs, all nnn'din
made the scene one of terrible interest.
AnoTi
kegs of powder carefully stowed away in several lodges would
explode and kill the inmates.
Here, a savage would spring out
with rifle in hand, but
only to fall in his
tracks.
Ihere, resistance would be made,
but the well-directed shots soon
caused the
effort to eoaso. Several
attempted to pass
from ono side of the river to the other
but
the wide circles ot red, with Indians
in the
centre, told but too well how vain
was the
attempt. Though all was in apparent confusion, still the troops kept in such order that
not one of their shots hurt a comrade.

N. Y. Sun.

PIEGANS.

Col. Baker’s Bloody Raid.

Bozeman, M. T., Feb. 13. Of late the
Montanians have been rejoicing over the discoveries of gold in Missoula county, the
northwestern portion of the Territory. For
such a fast people however as this, even the
news of fabulous hidden riches
coming to
light within their very borders soon becomes
uninteresting, and they long for other events
of a more startling character. This desirelias been fully gratified by the brilliant
REMARKABLE INCIDENTS OF THE FIGHT
reception given by Brev. Col. E. M. Baker, of the
Brevet-Major Thompson, while gallantly
Second U. S. Cavalry, to two hundred
cop- fighting, was attacked
by an Indian whom
perish representatives of the Blood and he
did not perceive in time to prevent him
Piegan tribes of Indians.
from holding a rifle to his breast. The hamTHE PIEGANS A PART OK THE
BLACKFOOT NA- mer fell. the gun missed fire; and with the
TlOSf.
death-017 011 his lips, the savage’s spirit, aidQf all the Indians within our borders, or ed by the Maj ,r’s bullet, doubtless
winged
on our coniines, it is well known that the its
way to the Indian's spirit land.
Blackfoot nation is the most troublosome.
The.camp was conquered. Tho regulars
This nation is composed of the tribes known had wiped their savages foes out
completely
as the Bloods,
Piegans, and Blaekfeet. When The command encamped for tho night on tho
iiie term Blackfoot is used, it is
scene ol action.
ungenerally
The following
derstood as referring to the nution, and not
morning at early dawn the
the particular tribe of that name.
They re- killed were counted, and it was ascertained
ceive annuities from the Government, and in that 197 Indians had boon
thoroughly quietreturn run oft1 with Uncle Sam’s horses and ed, while but few of them had
escaped. Our
shoot his soldiers. They obtain food from a losa was one killed—Private McKay of I Com
citizen, and repay his act of kindnoss by rid- pany, Second Cavalry. Wounded—none
One Spaniard, or
ing to their camp with his horses, and leavperhaps a Mexican who
ing, perhaps, an arrow in his body. They was trading with the Indians, was killed with
have almost every chance of escaping with them.
their plunder and tear no detection.
Among the principal chiefs slain were Bad
They possess the boldness to come to a Bear, Wolf’s Tail, Heavy Runner, Red Horn,
Post with theji’ hands scarcely dry from some Mountain Chief’s Son, and others equally
white victim’s blood, and stoutly assert their prominent, whose names I cannot recall to
innocence of any act of cruelty towards, or mind.
One Piegan Indian,
robbery of their white brothers ( and with as
thinking that his
gentle a voice these red devils can assume, chances for living a long time were few, and
they insist that they arc “Heap good Injun.” eager to have his days prolonged to an indefinite period, in a fit of desperation killed his
THEIR RECENT OUTRAGES.
two squaws, and drew their
corpses over his
For some time past they have been more cowardly form. lie
teigned death, but it
in
their
encroachments
than
availed
forimpudent
him nothing, for soon his spirit joinmerly. But a short time since the}’ murder- ed those of his squaws. Six other of the saved in the presence of his family Malcolm ages ran over a hill on the
right bank of the
Clark, an old and much ostoemcil resident river, and escaped from the main command ;
of the mountains ; formerly an army oflicer, but their evil star guided them to a point where
and a man possessed of high culture. His a few soldiers were guarding the captured
family escaped the scalping knife, his daugh- herd, and soon these Indians also lay stiff on
ter by jumping through the window and tho ground.
1 he boldest
secreting herself In the brush, and his two
flight was that of a prisoner
sons by cutting their
way through these in- chief. Watching his chance, ho sprang out
carnate tiends, though one was
severely from among his captors, and luckily for himwounded and barely escaped Ills father’s self, succeeded in
making good liis escape.
fate. Latterly the Indians took from a train Had tho soldiers fired at him, doubtless some
on the road between Helena and Fort Shaw,
of their comrades would have suffered, for
all the mules belonging to it—sixty in num- the reason that the command at that time was
ber. Other depredations and murders they scattered, the fight
having ended.
have committed—the facts of which are fresh
Private Mullis of the cavalry fought in such
in the memory of opr citizens. The details a desperate manner as not
only to attract the
of the same would tend to make my letter attention of his officers but also that of neartoo long, and besides I opine that what I ly the entire command. He killed alone, and
have given above, will lead The Sun’s readers unaided by his comrades
twenty Indians.
to form the same opinion of this Indian naTHE DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY.
tion’s hellish deeds, as if I had freely narrated all their evil doing for the past four years.
This was a very rich camp. A large numGen. Alfred Sully, the Superintendent of ber of skius, furs, and robes were stored in
Indian affairs for Montana, called upon the the different lodges; but small
pox having
Blackfeet to deliver up to the owners all been known to prevail in the
village at this
stock stolen from them, and to the United time, it was therefore deemed advisable to
States authorities the murderers o*' Maeolm give everything up to the torch.
Clark. I do not know that they refused to
This Piegan village has vanished with its
do this in to to, but suffice it to state that they immates. Nothing now remains to show its
did not comply with the demands ot (Jen. existence save blackened
spots where the
Sully. The upshot id the matter was an or- lodges and stores were destroyed by lire,
der issued by the (Jen. iJe Trobriand, com- ghastly corpses strewn around, ravens tlitmanding the District of Montana, directing ting to and fro. and cowardly wolves snarl
Col. Baker, commandant of Fort Ellis, to ing and snapping over their leasts.
proceed with ail the cavalry of his command
to Fort Shaw.
FIGHT BETWEEN A MAN AND OTTER.
for,. II.VKEK’S AVISTEK MARCH.

j

Early on tiro morning of tlie Oth of January four companies (F. G. II. anil T., of the
Second United States Cavalry, under command of Col. Baker, passed through the
main sally-port of Fort Ellis, and took up
their lino of march for Fort Shaw, distant
about two hundred miles. The command
exceeded two hundred strong, rank and file.
arrived at Fort Shaw on the Mth ult.,
They
at midday,
having made eight camps on the
march. The thermometer indicated from 23
to 27 degrees.
Besides a few frost-bitten
lingers and toes, the soldiers suffered little,
l'hey remained at Fort Shaw four days, and
were joined by
Company A of the Thirteenth
Infantry, and seventy-six mounted infantry
mini, detailed from the different, companies
ot the same regiment.
On tho morning of
the 19th, they moved out in quest of the Indians.
The command was officered as lollows:
Maj. E. M. Baker, Second U. S. Cavalry,
Brevet Colonel IT. S. A., in command.
Capt. Ed. Ball, commanding Company II.
Second Cavalry.
Bvt. Maj. L. Thompson, commander Company I. Second Cavalry.
Capt. S. II. Norton, commanding Company
G. Second Cavalry.
Lieut. G. C. Doane, commanding Company F. Second Cavalry.
Bvt. Lieut. Col. Geo. Iligbee, Thirteenth
Infantry, commanding mounted Infantry.
Capt. li. A. Torrey, commanding Company
A. Thirteenth Infantry.
This force numbered about three hundred
and eighty men. Company A. Thirteenth
Infantry, acted as guard for the train, while
the mounted infantry accompanied the cavalryBefore leaving Shaw it was currently reported that a large number of Bloods and
Piegans were encamped on the Marias river.
The direction taken by the troops was a
northeasterly one. After proceeding about
fifty miles, Col. Baker very wisely left his
wagons with their guards, and pushed ahead
with all the rapidity possible. From now on
night marches were made, and the command
moved along silently, though by no means
The thermometer still indicated
slowly.
severe weather, but the men,
anticipating a
a brush with the Indians, were so excited
that it the mercury had been frozen
they
would not have heeded the cold.
THE

At

INDIANS DtSCOVEllED.

daybreak

on the 23d, a
tepee, orlod«,e
discovered about ten miles from the Marias river. The inmates, two “braves” and
three squaws, ofthePiegan tribe, were taken
was

prisoners. From them the intelligence was
gleaned that a large band of their tribe was
encamped about ten miles distant on the Big

Bend of the Marias. This news was liaileS
with satisfaction by the men, who now saw
an end to their
dreary winter march through
a sterile waste ; and also felt
sanguine that'at
last they could meet their
wily foes in a body
and conquer them.
The word forward was given,
spurs were
put in use, and away sped the gallant Baker
with his command following.
Nearing the
river, a large herd of ponies were discovered
guarded by Indians, and upwards of four
hundred ponies soon fell into the hands of
our men, and all the Indian herders were
killed.
TIIE ATTACK
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account of the adventures

gentleman

from the rural

districts, who had been wavering between

and heterodoxy for some time.
into the city to hear llobert Collyei
preach. It was his first visit to Chicago.
Stepping into a North Clark street horse ear,
he rode out as far as Turner Hall, where
many of the passengers alighted, and ho perceived a crowd of people, and inquired of the
conductor it that was Robert Collyer’s church.
The conductor, amused at the simplicity of
the question, promptly answered in the affirmative, and our curious inquirer passed into
the hall. He saw a vast crowd of men and
women sitting at small tables,
drinking beer
This rather staggered him for a moment, but
he reflected that the}7 were possibly receiving
the communion. So he sat down at a table
and looked around him. Presently a young
man with a white apron came
up and asked
if he had ordered. No, he replied, he was
not exactly a member of the
society, but he
came to hear Mr.
Collyer. The youth with
the white apron stared and passed on.
Very
soon a number of
gentlemen stepped on the
platform, with trombones, and fiddles, and
cornets, and began to play. These Unitarians have a queer
way of worshipping, thought
the old gentleman, but 1 have been living out
of the world ; that is what’s the matter, I sup
pose. He thought it would come out ail
right when Collyer came on. Rut after the
music there was “communion,” and after a
long interval there was music; and by-and
bye a man dressed in tights came forward
and commenced to swing round and round a
pole. Then another man, dressed like the
first, went through a course of exercise on
the cross-bar.
And then there was more
music and no end of “communion.”
The
stranger sat out the services very patiently,
and then went home. He had come to the
conclusion that Unitarianism was all very
well in theory, but these new-fangled notion
of worship were not so edifying after
the good old Presbyterian psalms an '*

orthodoxy

Ho

came

ers.

ANI» TIIE SLAUGHTER.

Below where the herd was captured,
though
from the point, lay the
Piegan
village. It consisted of 44 lodges in all, the
greater number on the right bank of the river.
At a glance Col. Baker comprehended the
situation. Dividing the command, he ordered a detour to the rear of the village to be
made by one portion, while he was to
charge
upon the main village with the remainder of
the troops. The Colonel’s immediate commenced the fight, and with terrific yells the
soldiers dashed upon the enemy. Company
F, Second Cavalry, opened a galling fir*, followed by Company 1, of the same n.-giment.
The attack was so sudden and vigorous that
not visible

■

Mr. William Prewits, while out
hunting
rabbits near the farm of Mrs. Mary Thomas,
in Daviess county, found several
large otters
one ot which Mr. P. shot.
Thinking the anmal was dead, he approached
very near,
when, to his surprise, it made a furious attack. Mr. P. immediately tied,
closely pursued by the infuriated animal. A
very low
rail lenee was close at hand, and our friend
sprang nimITly over, but equally nimble was
the otter, which, as Mr. P. went over the
rails, went through. Our now very much
(lightened friend, seeing his foe on the same
side of the fenee, sprang
nimbly back. This
game was kept up some time, until, completely exhausted. Sir. P. made several frantic leaps, and finding the animal
just passing through the fence, he in desperation
it
the
and
tail,
grasped
by
catching its leg
through another crack, sank exhausted to the
ground. The shrieks and cries of Mr. Prewitt for help, mingled with the enraged
snarls and fighting of the animal were heard
at the farm, nearly a mile distant, and he
was soon relieved from his awkward situaion, but so exhausted and enfeebled by the
fright that it was some time before ho could
walk sufficiently to get to the house.

a parishioner.
*'
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went to church.

an
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ed somewb g^caUy
of our o-vdour s agony and death, ho fancied
hgh^UMade some impression upon the old
it,
WPiH*n’9 mind; and hoping to improveshe
is asked her, after the service, what
thought of the sermon. “Sarmon, sir!” she
replied, “How could you go fur to tell sich a
story? Thank the Lord, it was a long time
ago, and don’t consarn us; so we’ll nope it
ain’t true!”

WASHINGTON

MATTERS.
Washington, Mahpii is.

GEOKGIY.

A- tlic discussion upon the Georgia bill progressthe muddle becomes more contused. Kach additional speech but discloses another peculiar view
of the ease, and each Senator has his special premises and reasonings to work a conclusion, the
Senate being apparently evenly divided upon the
question—Shall the Bingham amendment be adopted!- Senator Sehurz, this afternoon, made one of
the ablest speeches f the session in favor of the
bill as it came from the House. He was listened
to by the entire Senate with notable interest
throughout, and at the close of his argument was
the recipient of congratulations from nearly all of
the Senators who made haste to take him by the
baud. Such was the power of his eloquence, the
force of bis logic and the rhetorical perfection of
his speech, that it commanded alike the admiration
of those who disagreed as well as of those who
agreed with Mr. Sehurz in opinion and sentiment.
I poll the subject under consideration Mr. Sehurz
completely riddled the argument of Mr. Morton,
and made that most radical of Radicals ridiculous
in till' eyes of his brother Senators and very unhappy himself. He showed that the Senatorial
Samson, like the one of old, was shaking the pillar
that would bringdown the edifice and crush him
uni his party in its rums. It was reconstruction
tailing to pieces, lie charged that this attempt of
the adventurer Bullock and Sii- party to perpetuate
themselves in office was a "gross, palpable and
flagrant usurpation, and if Congress encourages,
lids "or winks at it they are partieeps crimims.’'
tic was disgusted with the prevarication of some
lb-publican Senators, and thought it would be more
manly in them to come out squarely, as did Senator
Wilson, and proclaim "that, law or no law, we intend to hold the power in Georgia.” In his peroration Mr. Sehurz fairly raised his audience to their
feet, and warned Senators of the consequence of
ihe attempted usurpation, and asked them if they
liad considered what must be the fate of the usurper with his foot upon the neck of an unruly people
and he begged them not to put aside the Constiulion and all law. nor to descend to mean tricks and
-mall devices. Mich a thorough castigation as the
extremists received at the hands of Mr. Scliurz has
not occurred upon that floor since they came into
power and they fait it keenly, save his colleague.
11rake, who, like a wild animal furious at the
punches he received, growled and gnashed his
ii eth and pawed and roared at the rebels and proposed an amendment providing that soldier- be
quartered upon the Southerners and that levies be
made upon them in sums of from §100 to $1000
apiece, after the manner of the Mexican banditti.
But hi- proposition was called monstrous by Trumbull and repudiated by others, and it will have the
votes of none but Drake himself and -itch small fry
a-

the Georges K. 11. Valley Company; to increase the
pay ol'the Attorney Gen.; resolve providing a emumission to inquire into the jail system of this State;
resolve
relating to National Military Asylums; relating to sheriffs; act relating to insurance and insurance companies. Sir. Lang, from the committee of conference on hill and act relating to the employment of school teachers, reported that the Senate recede and concur with the House in passing
the hill to he engrossed. The report was accepted
hy yeas Id, nays 11. Mr. Talbot. from the joint select committee on State Valuation, reported a resolve adopting the State valuation as reported by
the commissioners. The report was accepted and
the resolve read twice. Various amendments were
offered and rejected, alter which the resolve was
adopted. The House passed the valuation resolve.
7.7 to 3d, and an order directing the Committee on
Finance to assess a State tax for 1870 upon the new
valuation in the sum of fourteen hundred thousand
dollars. The resolve in favor of the Maine General
Hospital passed finally. It appropriates the Arsenal lot and $20,000 conditionally for that purpose.
The hill authorizing manufacturing companies to
take private property the same as railroads, was refused a passage hy Vote of 30 to 80. Bill concerning insurance and insurance companies was amended so that all fees received hy the Examiner over
$2,100 shall go to the State, and engrossed. The
Aroostook railroad charter was considered and a
eompromi-e was adopted so as to tix the southern
terminus between Moluukus and Bancroft, and its
central location between the east line ofHoulton
and west line of Smyrna.
Saturday in the Senate the resolve making appropriations "for repairs of State House was amended
so as to authorize repair of the roof at an expense
of $2000, and passed to he engrossed, as was also
the resolve providing for the appointment of a
commissioner to collect and publish industrial statistics of the State. Bill to incorporate the Bangor
and Aroostook Railroad Co. came from the House
amended. The Senate rejected the amendment and
insisted upon its former vote. In the House Mr.
Hume, from the joint select committee an investigation of paper credits and naval commissions,
submitted a report, which was ordered to be printed.
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Tli. deadlock on the luflation-of-the-Currcney
hill is to he met hv such in amendment of the Senile lull |(now before tin committee) as will, in ad[each
dition to the national hank circulation authorized I
by that hill in lieu of the three per cents, add a
Administrators, Executors aud Guardians defurther lifty millions, to be in lien of fifty millions
siring their advertisements published in the Journal,
ot greenbacks to be retired.
‘‘The committee are will
please so state to the Court as all advertising not so
opnosed to contraction, but arc equally opposed to directed is withheld lroin this paper.
inflation, and as the demand from the West and
>outh i* for hanking facilities rather more than for
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot papers
currency, it is proposed to supply both by this changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper,
has
been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
proposition.”
Washington, March 12.
Radicals here are incensed at the delay
of the Proclamation of the loth amendment.
They
have assumed that it would add 1,500 colored voters
to the Republican ranks in Connecticut, and that
they an* sorely needed. This is the last day on
which they could be admitted to suffrage by the
laws of that State, and still the President is debarred
from issuing the long expected proclamation bv
the deplorable condition into which Congress has
brought ‘‘Reconstruction." The proclamation is
ready, but Georgia in not finished, and Tennessee
i- to be broken up. So there is delay, and Congress
b cursed tor it. Some Republicans are led to cxelaim—‘*What a spectacle! Where is this thing to
end y*1
<

ertaui

Washington, March 17.
THE PRESIDENT AND S.\N DOMINGO.

President Grant visited the Capitol a little utter
1 t/elock to-day. accompanied by Gen. Babcock,
•md repaired at once to the* President's Room, lie
banded to a messenger of the Semite a list of the
names of Senators he desired to see, namely, Messrs.
Anthony, Conklin, Trumbull. Willson,* Morton,
Chandler, Cameron, Sawyer, Stewart. Carpenter. !
Pool, McDonald, Drake, Harlem and Warner.
When the Senators had assembled, the President
aid he came to lay before them additional facts
relative to San Domingo, which he hoped would
secure favorable action annexing that island to the
Cnitcd States. The conference lasted an hour and
a half, the President evincing a desire to defeat
the unfavorable action of the Foreign Relations
Committee, published a few days ago. When the
Senators had retired, Messrs. Nye, Ramsey, Thayer
and other Senators, and several Representatives
who had been invited to he present, came in. It
i- :i
noticeable fact that no member of the Foreign
Relation^ Committee who voted against the treaty
wa>
invited, except Senator Cameron, who
informed the President yesterday that notwithstanding lib adverse action in ’Committee, he
would vote lbr the ratification of the treaty. Some
of the
Senators in discussing the treaty ehara< leri/.ed it as an immense job in which the President is unwittingly used to consummate the
scheme. The opponents of the treaty are making
a strong effort to have it considered in open session
which they think would certainly cause a defeat
of its ratification.
A
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whether the paper is taken trom the office or not.
:t. The courts have decided that refusing to take ne wspapers aud periodicals trom the post-office, or removing,
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima tacit• evidence
of iutenlional fraud.
Subscribers are requested to take notice ol the date on
the colortU slips attached to the paper. It is the only
For instance, 15 May GH,
form of receipt now used.
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
with every piper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
to forward the sums due.
49~In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent

OUR FRIGHTFUL PUBLIC EXPENDITURES.
We trust tint every ono into whoso hands
this paper may fall, will give a thorough and
altontivo

perusal to tin arliolo on thoo xpendituros of tho prosout administration, which
a])poars on (ho outside. It is from an authentic source, and one that will command
respect: hut in addition to this its figures arc
from official documents that will not and
It

is

so

plain

can-

that

a

MIXED DELEGATION.

GOING.

the Fremont

road, is

thereafter,

talk,

aright through

California, says he’ll la-if he don't send a
Chinaman. It is needless to say all these gentlemen are strong supporters of the law of
equality at
Wc't Point.
rim CASK OF GEN. AMES.

Tlic report of the Judiciary Committee upon the
credentials of Senator-elect Ames, of Mississippi,
eotnes up in tiie Senate on Monday. Notwithstanding the Committee have reported that Ames is not
eligible, hy reason of non-residenee in the State at
the time n’t his election, it is said a majority of the
Senate will vote to give him the seat.

MAINE LEGISLATURE.

Tuesday,

the loth, in the Senate, the hill to regulate liquor agencies was taken up. The section
ivlative to the establishment of a State agency at
Bangor was struck out. The hill as passed pro\ ide- that any person selling liquors or
taking orders as a runner shall be liable to a line of from
$:>0 to $100; and further, that the State Liquor
Agent shall publish quarterly the amount, kind,
price and parties purchasing liquor. Several committees reported finally. In the House the resolves
relative to the preservation of the harbors of Maine
and recommending Mt. Desert fora naval and military station were passed. The House refused to
concur in the action of the Senate in increasing the
pay of members, and asked a conference. Ilills
authorizing towns to purchase school hooks and
purchase school property belonging to districts so
that towns may control the schools, were engrossed. Bill appropriating $1-100 to schools in Madawaska was amended so that it should be devoted to
-uch schools as comply in raising equal amounts,
and passed. Bill relative to habitual truants was

indefinitely postponed.

Wednesday, the ICth, in the Senate, resolve appropriating $10.<XMi for repairs of State House, was
read and assigned in the Senate, Wednesday. Act
to authorize the city of Bangor to aid in the construction of the Winterport Railroad, and to incorporate the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Co.
were passed to be engrossed.
Bill to authorize
the extension of the Somerset Railroad to Bingham t illage was referred to next Legislature. On
motion of Mr. Holland, the Senate reconsidered

ture.

eovened.

ol

are

yearly made

away with

return.

of its establishment
on any part of the national domain, for the
very good reason that no portion of the terriwas

the

re-

lmd been at the

Republican

AVard

slightest danger

It was not

a

of “Democratic

gathering

poll-tax iaiyers from the wharves,” but contained
unite as many Republicans as Democrats, and was
presided over by a thorough-going Republican, who

is one of the oldest and most respectable merchants
of Belfast. Some one called on.me to state what
had been done with consolidation, and how our
railroad was left in the matter, and 1 did so.
the
Your statement* and inferences about $50,000,
the South, in the culture of which alone the
Piscataquis R. It. Co., $10,000, Arc., are as unhad slave labor been found to be profitable. just to the Directors of tie Maine Central and K.
k P. R. Railroads as to myself, and I cannot conThe war has brushed away slavery as dead ceive
how they should he even suggested by any rerubbish, but the question of providing cheap marks of mine, except to some person desirous of
perverting the obvious meaning of what I said.
homes for the masses is still a vital one.
The point, I attempted to make, T thought was
The Republican party, which came into clearly enough stated to he readily understood. A
few men whom it would he impossible to designate
power with such loud professions of devotion as they deserve, and whose presence in our streets
I
to the wants and wishes of the white men ot is a continual reminder of the mercy of the government, had been reporting, evidently for electhe North, has ruled absolutely and without
tioneering purposes, that the city had been sold to
cheek for ten years. How has it kept its the Maine Central R. R. Co. W hile, this slander
was circulating, I wa- at Augusta, laboring in the
promises on the important question of provid- best way I .could lor the interests of our railroad and
Manv persons, lroni without the State ;md
ing and preserving cheap homesteads for the city.
within ll. hail congratulated mi' \i|nm 1 lie terms of
people? Let the record of congress answer. our lea-c. ami sai,| il was one tliMl Belfast <-.»ul<|
Railroad monopolies have “gobbled up” not allOl'tl to sell lor jjAO.hOO. llow thr city \v;i>
sohl in tin- transaction I I'otlhl not undet'land. ll
nearly tiro hundred million acres ; anil In ef- Wit", to sa\ tin- least, such a sale as she should bo
fect this wholesale robbery of the people the}* glad t" inaki1 every 'lay, and wnnM rapidly prow
rich out of it. That the Directors of either the
have freely bribed Radical Congressmen. Maine Central or K. & i‘. 11. K. made any offer to
any one. was not intimated nor intended
Ninety-nine out of every hundred men in the purchase
to he. nor would it have been true it it had been.
nation have been wronged that a few specu- My convictions were never stronger than that to
lators might accumulate vast fortunes. The Burnham or N ewport, and not to 'Kendall’s Mills,
our Railroad should he built, to bring business to
soil which belongs to the people, the grand our wharves and stores, and to he of the greatest

tory

possessed in the West was fitted for
production of the staple commodities of
we

direct possible benefit

ery

day

schemes of

new

plunder

are

yet.
project-

skirts to

proved

attempts made to filch the proppeople. In vain does the democratic minority protest. The Radical ring in
ed, and

new

erty of the

Congress takes the bribes offered by railroad
corporations, and robs the people and the nation at will. This is a subject which would
have aroused sufficient indignation in the better days of the Republic to insure the defeat
of any party which might countenance such
can

not

fail to

move

the

masses now.

in the hands of soulless
gone from the control ofthe
people forever. If engrossed in the hands of
an individual they would go, at his death,
The lands

corporations

once

are

either under the statute of descents or the
divers hands, to be cut up
and divided ; but as Mr. Thurman, the Dom
ocratic Senator from Ohio, said in an able

terms of his will to

the other

day, “a corporation endowperpetuity knows no death: and just

speech
ed with
as

long

as

it

fit to

sees

own

its land, just

so

long may it continue to own it. There is no
statute of partition to divide it ; there is no
statute of descents to mete it out here and
there; it makes
its possessions

no

will

or

testament

scattered far

by which

and
therefore of all monopolists of land the worst
is a perpetual corporation.'’ And it, is to such
hands that the Republican party is giving up
the domain of the people.
are

near:

in the

JSilt Colburn is Treasurer of the II. A M. 1.. 71,17..
and gets $1250 per annum, when lli<‘ place could
he filled for SflOO, and, hesidcs, lias had a young
son employed at fTftl, a« assistant engineer.
Here
are 1050 reasons for his voting republican, aside
from convictions of duty, [Prog. Age.

a

was

combination, outside of party

to defeat the true interests of the rail-

“When bad

men

combine, the good

must associate,” says a philosopher.
As for
the salary, Colburn says lie has earned a

to our

was

was

Republican platform of lSllo was
extravagant—that it expended

that he could
too

its vote indefinitely postponing bill an act to au- heap up these enormous sums, to be filched
thorize the city of Portland to aid the construction
If people will only
as soon as gathered.
of the Portland and Rutland Railroad, and the
same was laid on the table.
Bill to amend an act realize this state of things, a voice for reto regulate river and interior fisheries were taken
form will Vie raisetl all over the country, that
The
up amended and passed to be engrossed.
House passed to be engrossed the following among will make itself heard even at
Washington.
other bills: to amend an act to regulate the river
and interior fisheries; resolve in favor of Mt. Desert
as a military station of the United States; resolved
The Paper Credit Committee has made a
in favor of the perservation of the harbors of the
is now in the, hands of the printState of Maine; resolve in favor of the Naval and report, which
Military Asylum at Bath, appropriating $1.1,000; ers. It is understood that the Committee
say
resolve in favor of the State Prison, appropriating
$32,500; act concerning insurance and insurance that a thorough investigation will take more
companies; resolve providing for a commission to time than they have at disposal, and recominquire into the jail system of this State. Resolve in
favor of the Maine General Hospital was read a sec- mend the appointment of a commission to
ond time and laid on the table. Resolve giving the
explore the matter thoroughly and report to
Agricultural College $22,000, after a long debate
the next Legislature. The public will be glad
was passed to be engrossed f4 to .12.
Thursday tne senate passed to be engrossed re- to see the subject committed to the hands of
solve giving $22,000 to tlie College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts and resolve in favor of the such energetic and honest men as Gov. ChamMilitary ami Naval Orphan Asylum at Bath, ap- berlain will be likely to appoint. The present
propriating $15,000. The general railroad bill was
referred to the next legislature in concurrence, committee made some very damaging discov.The bill incorporating the X'ortland Union Depot
eries, it is said.
FUi' amended by refusing the power to take land,
to Hfanting tlie privilege to purchase, and passed
Wo owe an apology to Mr. Ooe, tlm Demoand inIWP'essed, The bill relative to insurance
ing out tTft™ companies was amended by strik- cratic candidate for Mayor in Iiangor, for
missioner atHSj*°n providing that the Bank Cornpersons. MotioWsunince Examiner be different having written him down, in a hasty paracharter of Somers.rccoVsil^er the hill extending
as a Republican. Mr Coe is a
straight
to Bingliam was graph,
lost. Bill to
passed to lie enacted. ft, the Bangor Bank was forward, square-edged Democrat, who glorithe
House
bill
to
iucorporato
ticorges Valley
es in his political faith.
The Democrats have
passed, 78 to 28. The follow^11'1 Company was
to lie engrossed: to authorize
in
the
also
aldermen
three
passed
city
government, havt\iKSr<>
to issue registered
Treasurer
lionds; to
one this spring.
ing
gained
the
of
Attorney General; resolve relating to'£
pay
Mi'itary Asylums; resolve in favor ofthe'L
Iif 2000 copies of the Revised
Vi
The body of Capt. Williams was recoverStatutes;
,atlon
in
favor of the Maine General Hospital; act t?,
late agencies for and prevent impositions i'3I?.u‘ ed from the wreck of the Oneida, and buried
sale of intoxicating liquors. The act to
incorpor- at Yokohama, with universal demonstrations
ate the Aroostook K. R. Co., on its passage to lie
^respect and sorrow. The court that tried
engrossed, was laid on the table.
Friday, the 18th, the following acts were passed
inflicted only a sentence of suspento be engrossed in the Senate
Friday: to incorporate sion frou

incorpoA?ailroad

ineiJS?*0

Capvv.yre

eninmnnd for siv months.

has

•mice, on Washington street, where 1 accidentally
encountered tlie procession, and watching them a<
they marched hv with their bright uniforms, gay
decorations and elegant banners—noticing with
what a strong, sturdy, resolute air they bore them-

s<*

«‘<iiuii)iir

;<•

!!>'•

n-i

\\

,•

iiv

nun

selves—seeing

with what pride and reverence they
carried the "Star Spangled Banner" side by side
with their own loved flag—listening to the stirring strains of the music, and thinking of the wild,
passionate love of liberty inherited by this people,
of their oppression at home, and of how they had
always stood foremost in the battles for freedom—I
could not help catching the enthusiasm of I he hour,
and felt like

located—and wondering

to myself if ail the heads
front the lorgrows of windows sat on
the shoulders of Editors.
If so, T may say to volt

protruded
privately,

my dear readers, that as to good looks, it
drawn game between the two establishments.
Editors generally. I believe, are considered to he
is

earn more

The 1950

reasons

Mr. Milliken’s letter to the editor of the
in another portion of this paper,
will attract the attention of our readers, of
both parties. It was refused a place in the

l’rog. Age,

columns of the Ago. It is difficult for us to
conceive of circumstances under which, after
having attacked a man. we should refuse to
him the opportunity to make a courteous ex-

planation

over

his

signature, reserving,
right of comment—especially
been a long time personal and

of course, the
hail that man
political friend.

own

The editor who cannot af-

ford to do that, confesses his weakness.
The event of last week, ;il Washington,
was the speech of the colored Senator Revels.
The floor was thronged and the galleries
crowded by those who were anxious to hear
the first words of the first negro that ever sat
His remarks were upon the
in Congress.
Georgia question, and were mainly an appeal
for the rights of the colored people of the
South. He maintained that there was no real
and that the two races could live
in harmony and for the benefit of each other.
The speech was read from manuscript, and
was well prepared by some one who know
what a speech should be.

antagonism,

The bill to

incorporate

the

Georges Valley

facts,

as

woman.” These
developed in the trial—

are

the

Miss Delia Moore was a teacher in one of the
public schools. She became acquainted with Donnell in a fancy store where he was employed. He
visited her frequently, went out with tier, and both
were considered hooked fur marriage.
This was
during the war. P.onnell enlisted, but the war
ending soon after, lie was not long absent. After
Ids return he declared that -Miss 'Moore was Ids
wife. She denied this, but lost her situation as a
teacher in consequence of it. (Mount'll had also
intimated that if she was not his n ife, she ought to
he.) Miss Moore then sued him for damage to
character, claiming five thousand dollars. The
suit came on ami the extraordinary swearing began. Ihmnell produced witnesses who testified
that he had introduced Miss Moore to them as his
wife, and she did not object. 11c produced a deposition from the late Dr. Mef'lintoek, to the ett'eel
that he (the doctor) had married Bonnell to a young
woman giving the name of Miss Moore, at St. Paul's
Ulmrch, in New York, his wife and daughter being witnesses. lie remembered the circumstance
distinctly. Bonnell swore that lie had cohabited
with Miss Moore on several occasions, subsequent
to the alleged
marriage. Several witnesses supported his statement by swearing to circumstances indicating that Bonnell and Miss Moore were
man and wife. Miss Moore's turn came next.
She
swore
positively that sin1 was not married to Bonnell. She swore, with equal positiveness, that she
had never been in St. Paul's Church withliim. She
swore, with considerable vehemence, that she had
never cohabited with him. She contradicted point
blank pretty much every statement made by him.
one produced witnesses to swear to the direct contrary of what iiis witnesses swore to. And so it
went on for nearly a week, both sides swearing
against each other and showing conclusively that
wholesale perjury was on foot somewhere. The
case then went to the
jury, and, as might have been
expected, the jury could not agree. The great
point against Bonriell was an affidavit ho had in ado,
after declaring that Miss Moore was his wife, to the
effect that she was not his wife, and that he had no
matrimonial claim on her. This was produced by
Miss Moore during the trial, but Bonnell tried to
offset it by swearing that it was made at Miss
Moore’s solicitation, to enable her to retain her situation as a teacher. Though the case remains almost as it stood before trial, there is a strong and
general outside belief that Bunnell was really married to Miss Moore, as he claims.

its passage through the LegisCol. A. W. Bradbury delivered a very elegant
lature, and will become a law notwithstand- and scholarly address on St. Patrick’s eye., to the
• hildren of the
Catholic schools of Portland.
ing some opposition.

Railroad

attitude of the historian, and divide my history into chapters, according to the approved custom of

>

petition: and by the expenditure of

a small amount
the Third I»rane!i, we sueeeeded in
securing a reference (>t jt p, (hr Committee on
Legal it* form. Having gained this point \v»

of money

my friend, T. Habington Macaulay, author of the
“History of England," and of my earlier friend.

on

j

yet

sat

Tlu* members elect of the

faetorily settled.

The po|mlar theory is that tin
work of creation begun in Doddlrtown; just a little
sotpii of an air-line* from The Forks to Swamp

City

Council for thi-*

municipal year, met at their rooms on Monday 2L.;
iii'd.. for organization. The (’on vent ion \va> called
to order by tin* Mayor. ITon. Axel Hayfud, amt tti•
Hollow.
The argument in support of this theory i-, that all 1 •ertiti* ate of election of tin- Dtiieers read by tic
that portion of the town lying south of the line city clerk. Ifoii. b^epli Williamson then adiniie
i'ler- d the oath of-.ili,
to the Mayor and members
named is well tinislied lip, the surface gently mid;1
of the Council prcM-nt. IVayer was o tie ret t by
latiug, free from boulders and ravines, in fact h,
such a piece of work as a man would make who Itcv. \Y. < >. Tlioma>. alba which the Mayor*> ad
d ess \v:i< read to the Convent ion by the < it v < lerk.
started fresh on Monday morning, with a
,tlsriousness that lie had the whole week before him;
while all that portion lying north of that line is

MAYttil’s aI»I»RF.SS.
<IcntUmen

of thv d ity Council
nur city charter makes it the duty of the Mayor r.»
communicate to you, from time to time, such inforuiu
tion and to recommend such measures as the Interests of
the city may in his opinion require. That duty T shall
endeavor to perform at this time in ts few words as nos
sible.
t he lull and able report of the Treasurer, which will
be before you, and which has already been published in
our local newspapers tor the information of our citizens.
I

rough, stony, jagged, intersected by deep ravines
through which the streams rush and tear their way
if mad—-just such a
would make late some

as

piece of work as a
Saturday evening,

man

when

completely

worn out and tired almost to death with
tlie week's work.
Aunt Bethiah Green—who is aunt to everybody, renders it
!
unnecessary lor me to state to you in details
voting and old, living within a radius of three" miles the condition of our finances. It presents the gratifying
fact that the amount of the city’s indebtedness not takfrom her spinning-wheel—insists that this theory
ing into account its Railroad Loan, has been reduced
ver $1000 during the last
cannot he sound; she says “if it legs so, there would
year, being $pj,5o::.oo now
against $i:j,(if>0.00 a year ago.
have been a sort of a .‘team where the last part
The amount in State Bonds, to which the city is entitled under the law providing for tin- assumption of the
made joined onto the first."
municipal war debt by the State, is
ov»
Professor Agassiz, who has examined the locali- thirty thousand dollars; those Bonds aresomething
now at Augus
to flie order of our I reasurer.
ta,
subject
is
the
of
it
is
the
said,
that
ty,
opinion,
objection
The law under which we are entitled to those Bond.-*,
raised by aunt Bethiah doesn’t amount to a darn. provide that they shall be
applied by dies and towns t.»
the
payment of their war debts.
He is not entirely prepared to say that our favorite
I In* VVar Lffanof this city is in the form oi City Bonds
theory is unquestionably in conformity with the j not yet due, Whether those bonds shall be converted
fact, but he i/oc.s say that lie knows no reason that j into money and the proceed-* applied to taking up our
! bonds not yet due. and if so, on what terms, or in what
can he assigned to prove that it is fallacious.
The ! manner they shall be disposed of, is for you to decide.
During the coming year we shall be under the neces
work of creation commenced someic/kov : whv not
i sity of providing lor payment of the interest falling due
ill Doddletown?
IFe assert that it did, let the j on our Railroad Loan, as we shall derive no incomeeminent divines and learned geologists prove to the I (rum tli* Road n eason to meet that interest for the
first -i\ months, ami but a portion of the last. I
i would, therefore, call your attention to the expediency
contrary, if they can !
»

Be this as it may, however, without intending to
,eld our priority of claim, we do most confidently
maintain that the territory of Doddletown i- us
old, to say the least, as any of that .surrounding it.
We have not as yet discovered in its soil any ante-

of

I

making

Municipal Loan,

a

for

a

sufficient

sum

to pay

| the sumo in a term of years, rather than to raise the r.
! quired amount by taxation the present year. I ask youi
! consideration of this subject, as one of much import me-

j

and interest to our tax payer-.
1 he care anu management ot our Highways is a matter that demands y our careful consideration.
That the
; present system is not the most judicious or economical
lor our city is very clear to me. Every year witnesses »
large overdraft on the Highway Fund, which at the b*
| ginning of each year is considered ample for the purpose.
Whether some better plan cannot be devised is tor you
to decide; as also should the present system be continu
ed, whether a more economical expenditure ot money
be required from those entrusted with the dir
» cannot
! bursement of the same.
The report ot the School Committee will be before
1 Invite your attention to it and the recomuiouduyou.
! tion.s it contains.
The Treasurer’s Report shows the amount received
from the City Agency more than expended the past tw >
years, to be £ 1 ,i;.g.r»: this, with the amount of liquor
; now on hand, about SI,loo.00, is the net profits ot tin*
■City Agency to this city lor the part two years. lh«
present agent's term ot office does not expire until tin*
first of May next, at which time it has been the usual
I custom to settle his account, ami make an exhibit ot thstanding of that department.
The Report of the Chief Engineer will furnish you
1
with all necessary information touching the Fire Depart
! ment. fin Interest ot the city demands that this depart
'went should be kept in tin- highest possible state oi
efficiency, and that th member.- of it should be heartil.
encouraged and liberally sustained. They are certainly
entitled to our gratitude lor the promptness with u Id
tin v have uniformlv r.*«ipm».n*d t<, th.. ot»11 <>t Uut>
I be unfortunate class of our fellow
citizens,'termed
paupers. have*been well provided tor, and all their need
tul want.' supplied during the past year, so far as 1 can
Earn, at least 1 have heard no complaint, it is out
duty to see tb.it they are not neglected, and that tie
contractor for their support faithfully performs his duty
I’he report of the City Physician will probably lurnidi
all needful information as to their sanitary condition.
it appears from the report ot the t’ltv Solicitor that
there is no.-nil now pending in court in w hich the city ha.-i
iny interv.-t. hut his report embraces some suggestion-,
in relation to an indictment, against tie*
city lor a de
feetive highway now pending, to which 1 invite
youi
prompt attention.
I'
report of the < 'ity Sexton shows th:it the number
ol burials in tlu city
during the year tins been 4‘J. thlr
h°n more thun in the year preceding. The list embraces
the names ol some of our oldest and moat
respected cit

diluvian remains of man or beast; hut we feel very
confident—our confidence amounting almost to a

conviction—that before the Nutmeg Ridge folkstrike water in the well they are digging iliev will
turn up a Cardiff Giant—; perhaps the hones ol j
Moses.

Why not? “No
unto

this

day,"

man

knoweth of his

|

sepulchre

says

a

power: but being

point

petition

groat

notoriety

dates Ajar, which has
now reached its fiftieth edition. Miss
Phelps realizing about §20,000 from the sal.'them. Hedge,I
In is now in its ninth edition. Society and Solitude
so

a

an emphatically loyal people, oin
“spurned from the foot of the thrum
When the Republican party came into power w.
was

became more

hopeful.

At the first session of the

as

Legislature.

alb r the

of the Republican lira, at which
our petition was presented, it was referred to the
Committee on Interior Waters. We hail set era!
is a reproduction of some of Mr. Emerson's aid hearings, and at the
very close of the session the
essays, joined will some new ones.
Take all of < oinmittoe made their Report, asking to be disEmerson's Iiooks, it is the very, very best of read- charged from the further consideration of the ureing. Every sentence contains thought and beauty; ter embraced in the petition, assigning as a reason
take ii up when voi will, you always discover some that the water at Skunk's Landing was found to lie
new paragraph—same fresh idea that will rouse a little brackish, and that therefore il did not mine
and stir you into .1 higher life and nobler action. legitimately before a < 'ommittee on Interior \\ <And what pray shall Isay about (Jail Hamilton's tors. We always suspeeted that Old Skunk bad
enmmencement

()( the great and important interest of our
city, thRailroad, 1 have little to add to the report made by the
hi. 1 Kngim ei, Col. Wildes, at it
meeting of the Stork
holders In .1 on the ldh of January hist, which was
put.
lished in our local newspapers of the
succeeding week
and received youi tttuition, doubtless, as well as that >\
our tellow citizens at
large.
<

new hook?—the spiciest one of them all,—which something to do with bringing about this result;
the Boston Post, says is a “compound of chain but tty what process remains a mystery to this day.
At the next session our Petition was referred to
lightning .and lunar caustic." I lack words to express my admiration of it. hut I do like it. very 1 he Committee on Foreign Relations. Person- and
much. And Gail herself, loo. I have an earnest papers were sent for, and il was ascertained on exdesire to take her by the hand and say. “Gail, 1 amination of our Cheek-List that it did not contain
like you—like you because you are honest—like the natneofa single voter whose Christian name « ayou because you are smart—like you because you llans. Michael, or Patrick; and as there was not a
are independent—hut above all
things 1 like you single petitioner who was willing to admit that In
because you don't go
had a relation in (he world outside the town lim
and

whining

and
and
and

complaining,
hut resolutely

snarlitfg over what is wrong;
determinedly sot to work lo right the wrong,
make others better and happier for your

counsel.

Would that we had more writers who
looked at life in the strong, resolute, cheery manner
in which \ou do—for then we shouldn't have so

is to lie believed, a man was
sure he had married a woman, with all the
formalities, incidents, ceremonies and acts,
both precedent and subsequent, and she
was equally sure that lie hadn’t, and that she
a

an

was

of

gain

parties

“no such

It

to

any persons, male or female, art1 married. they almost invariably become aware of many people gliding through life on Hie down
the iael. lint notwithstanding tin' usual fa- grade."
Just at this point in my letter 1 was suddenly
cilities for seeing litis point, a case has
just called to go and see a lire « liieh was raging in the
New
occurred in
York, of an exceedingly immediate neighborhood, and complied without
mixed character, in which, if the testimony any hesitation. It proved to lie the burning of

was

and in

a

fallen woman, and strives in an earnest way
out the m: liner lit wliieh true Christians
should deal with Lh s elass. it is a very entertaining and an excellent hook, hut will probably not

wlion*

only salvation lies in going ah■ ml.

of the

our iatitu< 1*
would use ;dl tin- “weapthat Cod and Nature had put into his hand>"
(Matt. 1.Id) and that the ( u^tom House would tall
in ( Ruth l.lo.,
Armed with fre.-di hop. \v« again presented oni

<>n>

Deuteronomy. Why may it
good-looking, though there are some exceptions not have been on Nutmeg Ridge? The only answer jj
—and some of the exceptions came to the Jubilee is that the same
authority declares that he was |
last Summer.
“buried in a valley;” that rather hits the ease of
Messrs. Fields & Osgood seem determined to Swamp Hollow; it matters but little, however, for
keeii the reading public well supplied with reading a valley is the next thing to a ridge.
matter, and have published in rapid suecession
ITS GEOGRAPHICAL STATUS.
Hedged In. by Miss Phelps—Soeiety and Solitude,
The exact latitude of Poddletown lias never yet
by Ilalph Waldo Emerson—Hattie About The hetm ascertained. For several years we have heeit
Iiooks, by (Jail Hamilton, and the Old Fashioned petitioning (he
Legislature to pass an act establishOirl, by l.ouisa M. Aleofl. Hedged la is the story ing it. Wo
began when the Democrats vy.-re in

The work
must be done in 1 !i*■ moo economical manner and
with tlio utmost rapidity. so a- to got tin* road immediately miller tip* lease .that the itv and other
stockholders may reepivc their dividends from the
rental as soon as possible.
In doing this there
| should lie no division among our c itizens. Tie
interests of all are the same. Whatever may he
the personal feelings of any one towards the Directors. it should he remembered that when they into
whose hands the people have seem lit to confide any
enterprise, are attacked, the enterprise itself receives the \\ eight of tin- shock, he it great or little.
You, as well as I. thought that they who'professed
to he in favor of pushing on the war for the Union,
hut at the same1 time attempted to weaken confidence in the administration, to whom the people
had confided its management, were inconsistent, if
Our railroad enterprise presents a
not insincere.
case exactly parallel.
W« have the credit of having built tin- best road in the state, so far as i! is
completed. We have secured a lease which makes
every man's subscription to stock a good investment. and leaves our city and the towns which
have subscribed in good condition. Why should
not we all push forward the work with one will
to its consummation, as they arc doing in other
cities in like manner situated! and then all take an
s. p. Mili ikiix.
equal pride in i(.
our

dolling

my little brown cap in sympathy with and honor fot them.
When tired of gazing a the procession. T couldn't
help easting my eyes aloft to the upper stories of
the Transcript and Journal buildings,—where the
brain-forces of those two papers are supposed to be

Wildes, because

it, against

money elsewhere.
given abo\ e, are as nothmuch money !
ing compared with those influencing the conWhy, here is waste enough to extinguish ductor of the Age to his ridiculous course.
the debt in about three tipies the number of He subscribed
$500, and as it is well known
years that it took to create it. And where that he will scratch harder, crawl lower, yell
can all this vast amount go, except into the
louder, twist closer and crawl through a
pockets of party favorites, official leeches, smaller hole to get rid of paying a cent than
anil party swindlers ? We risk men who arc
any other man will to save a dollar, Ins $500
taxpayers (and all who Imy anything are tax are magnified in his own eyes to just $50,000.
payers) to look at these appalling figures.
Mathematically stated, the sum would be
We care not whether they be Democrats, thus—
Republicans, high tariff or low tariff men, Age editor's subscription, magnified by native dishonesty,
$50,000
mechanics or farmers, ship-wrights or sail- Colburn’s
salary, as it really stands,
l,t;5o
ors,—but let them think, think, we say, how
balance ot meanness against the editor ot
terrible a burden is being laid upon them to
tlte Age,
Sts,“50
it

it

Cashmere shawl, and garments of this kind are
veiy conspicuous on St. Patrick’s Pay. 1 did not
notice that the display was any less than usual on

And this without the shadow of
necessity or excuse. The war is over, the
large part of it in the endeavor to get fho edcountry is quieted, we are at peace with the itor of the
Age to redeem his plighted word
world, there is no extraordinary demand on
The Treasurer gives a bond for
honor.
the public resources. And still for the ordi- I[of
$00,000, which is not easy for $G00 men to
nary expenditures ot government, not count- to obtain, and impossible for men who reing the interest on the public debt, and al- pudiate their signatures and promises. And
WAS SHE MARRIED ?
lowing a fair proportion for the increase of finally, the pay isnot so high as men
performing
be
to
Grant’s
adminisgoverned.
Commonly it is easy enough for a man to
population
the same duties elsewhere obtain, and will
tration is expending oxf. ih'ndrf.o axd sixtell
whether he is married or not. And orwithin
the
llis
son
was
year,
expire
employtv million's more than Buchanan's.
And ed about two months on the road,
woman knows whether she is or
and left dinarily a
the
a
has
been
yet principal charge against
Democracy
somebody’s wife, [n short, when
the wishes of Col.
tration.

display their well-turned ankles,

a

Thursday iv;h St. Patrick’s T)ay, andas was predicted the city was jubilant, notwithstanding the
unhappy condition of the streets. The sons and
daughters of Erin filled the streets at a very early
hour, and the sprigs of green which they almost
invariably wore were very noticeable. The buxom
matrons and stout lassies from the Emerald Tsle
are very fond of the bright colors blended in a

men.

W'mihI

edabli'diing

of Doddletown, its surroundings. &c.,
evil hour for me I accepted the invitation.
my purpose, at the time, to assume the

Debating

god-send, though somehow the ankles
would look fearfully unromantir in their sailed
hoots and mud bespattered stockings.

the opinion of the entire hoard of Aiderall of whom acted together in the matter.
The point which I made in my remarks in regard
to the Piscataquis ltailroad, was that consolidation
might have been carried could that road have been
so taken inlo tho
partnership as substantially to
commit the consolidation company to provefit. if
the
extension
of our ltailroad beyond Dexpossible,
ter; and the fact that the Directors of the Maine
Central Railroad Company would not consent to
prejudice the prospects of building our Railroad to
Mooschead Lake as rapidly as possible, and if so,
increasing its utility to our city, was proof of their
friendship to us, and. evidence that they could lie
relied upon to carry out their engagements with
us.
It the Piscataquis ltailroad is a pauper, as
you report me to say, it certainly does not, by any
means, follow that our road i-i so also: and the
jealousy which the managers of that Railroad seem
to entertain of our Railroad, is not proof of tlie
hitter's worthlessness, hut exactly the contrary.
As to Mr. McGilvery, had he been present 'and
listened to my remarks, [ think he would not have
considered himself attacked.
It was due to the Waldo delegation that their
friendship for us in the consolidation contest should
he made known, and to hare included Mr. Mc(iilverv would have been to state what was untrue.
He made no secret of his position, and I presume
he makes it none now, nor have I seen any reason to believe that he wishes others to do so.
it
may not havi been in good taste to allude to attacks
made upon myself and other managers of the railroad, by a few persons who are as powerless to do the
injury they seek to do as their malice is venomous.
Hut I had been away laboring for the interest of
Belfast and the Railroad, of which site is the majority owner. Whether I did well or ill. I did the
best I could, its I have never ceased to do since the
enterprise was started ; and for one to find his actions misconstrued and his motives aspersed bv the
very men who were to receive the horn-lit (if his
labors, though not a new thing entirely, in the
course of human affairs, is not always quite pleasant
to take.
Hito the prosecution of our Railroad enterprise. 1 entered in good faith, with others wlto
t supposed were also acting in the same spirit, and
This

the olli' ial organ of tin Urpuldiean Party, would
not “give nil mutt-tain xuiml,’* (1. Cor. 14.S), that
old Skunk, heretofore opposed l>ut now in favor o|

History

:t

few,

of the incidents hv the wayside most laughable to those disposod to see the merry side. To
lliose young ladies who are fond of elevating their
some

city.
domain in which the masses have a
My course upon that question was never changed this particular occasion. The various Hibernian
been
has
voted
the
of
the negotiations and lease Societies that were to take part in the festivities of
progress
away during
proprietary interest,
of our road, and it certainly would not he now. the day
a party which
of
bribed
early took up the line of march. A very
the
representatives
by
were the question to he tried over again.
To have
and handsome procession they made.
came into power pledged in favor of a liberal built out ltailroad to Kendall's Mills would have long, large
been to put a drain and not a feeder into our city. Standing in the snow just opposite the Transcript
Evhomestead law. And the end is not

there

by the adminis-

I

DODDLETOWN.

Doddli: town, March Hi. Into.
31 \ Dear -Journal: In your note ol the 2d
inst., \ou invited me to contribute to youreolmnns

Kdward Gibbon, Esq., author of the
]> dine and i
had reached the apex of <»ur expectation; but, in
Fall of the Homan Empire."
On mature reflection, 1 have com hided to adopt 1 tie language of tin- inimitable John Cilpm.
W*' had vi‘iitui-1
the epistolary style, in imitation of our old and muLike 1 i(11<* wanton hoys that >wiin on bladders.*’
snow as to leave it in a very demoralized condition. tual friend, .Marcus Tullius Cicero.
My principal
Tin Committee on Legal Reform reported tlnii
So that when you fancy yourself about to cross, reason for so doing is, that I may in that m<>d<
th* v eould lind nothing bearing on the question in
more
in
the
same
web. the old and
readily mingle
dry-shod, a huge heap of the same, you suddenly
the-Re\ is. d Mat lilt’s or tlic Maim* Civil < iflieer, ami
the new—the antique and the modern—than in am
find yourself like the boy—
reeomnu aided that the petition be referred to the
other I might adopt.
\\ ith one foot ni>. and '(other foot down."
With this brief apology tor my apparent disre- next Legislature.
The horse-oars have reused to run at all. or for
'finis in, matter now stands. Legislature after
only a part of their respective routes. To that gard of your wishes, as expressed in your invitaLegislatin'! Ii..- 1 e!n d or m gleeted to pas> tui Act.
portion of (lie community dependent upon this tion, I commence my History of Donm i-town
in Ai t l<» establish the latitude of Doddle
entitled
mode of conveyance, it has been often times amus- my starting point is coincident with that of He eitown" but, thank I(< awn Imddletow ii has a /o/<ing as well as aggravating to hear the conductor ther of the Pentateuch.”
i/U'oh
whieh no l.egislatiw- \« t ean depn\e
i>oi>r>LRTO\v\ : n
m i..in.
shout, “tcr-mine-us of the route"—when only
!e ! Aemrdiiur to the original survey and Fieldabout half of their journey was accomplished.
At tvliat peril m1 in the process of rival ion, in
book In length i- ius| thn
mill -*, ttiree pole** and
There has been no help for it,but to preserve one's \vhich one of me six days devoted to the work,
link. ! hall resume the IlCtory of Doddletowu
temper and \vai\c—through slop, through slush, that portion of this globe enihi'iteed within tin
in inv next.
through snow, through mini,—coming out at the territorial limits of 1 >01 Idietown was shaped and
Yours eollatirally. c. Washington* Dormr.iterminus of your pleasant though somewhat meand- moulded, in a question which, although often disering walk with wet feet and soiled socks. The cussed in our ‘Forks I.yeeum" and in tile "Swamp
CITY AFFAIRS.
mishaps of the week have been not a
and Hollow
Club," has never
hern
i»-

The howl about the advance of slavery Caucus, where T was almost unanimously nomiwas all the merest claptrap.
There never nated. and stepped into the Citizens’ Caucus on my

sixty millions, in excess lines,
the legitimate expenditures of government,
road.

One hundred and

the same channel in which that

THE HISTORY OF

contest between the two to see which should have
the best of it. The bright Spring sun has made
such warm attacks upon the solid surface of the

laws. “Land for the landless” was one of port appeared.
My presence at the Citizens' Caucus was entirely
the most popular catch words of the Republi- accidental. I neither signed the call for it, nor even
knew
it was to be held, till half an hour before it
can party before the war.

child may comprehend its force, and yet so
The humors of the cadetship business increase
in its conclusions as
daily. Butler appointed a negro to West Point. terrible and irresistible
Tito fact that the Age jeers at a Democrat
Delegate McCormick, of Montana, is to appoint an to bring home to the authorities at Washingfor voting a ticket hearing some Republican
Indian. Delegate Niekells, of Wyoming, i> to appoint a woman, and now Congressman Johnson, ton the proven charge of profligate expendi- names,
proves our assertion of last, week, that
of

hay
grass,
la Boston the past week we have had a time between snow and mild—a sort of saucy intrusion of
Winter into the domain of Spring, and a desperate

entire misconstruction of them, and

an

that tiie boundless lields which belonged to represents me as
saying vvliat T neither said nor inthe United States ought to be kept sacred as tended, whether intentionally on your part or not;
and since they do injustice, not only to me,
a cheap heritage for him and for his children but also to
parties entirely unconnected with any
after him. We heard an immense amount of controversies which may have arisen bet ween us.
1 deem it proper that the matter should be. put
then and
about homestead

outrages, and it

Decisions.

Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s,
or whether lie has subscribed or not—is responsible lor
the payment.
If a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
2.
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send
it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
1.

not be contradicted.

LETTER FROM S. L. MILLIKEN ESQ.
LETTER FROM BOSTON.
W'm. II. Simpso.v, Es<j.: Drc.vnSn:: The enthe
Correspondence ol the Journal.
During
campaign, says
Lancaster Intelligencer, the Radicals fright- closed letter being refused a publishment in the Winter vs. Spring--St. Patrick’s Day—A Gay
Procession—Looking Aloft—New Books—
ened many unthinking people in the North Republican organ ill this city. \ am obliged to ask
you to give it a place in your columns.
Hedged In—Society and Solitude—Battle
the
horrors
and
out
to
them
the
by picturing
Yours truly,
S. E. Mru.iKKN.
About The Books—Fire On Green Streetdisadvantage of having the virgin soil of the To THK
Fashions.
EDIl'Olt OF T1IK PROGRESSIVE AGE:—
Repuldic desecrated by the touch of human In as mueli as your report of my remarks at tlio
Boston-. March in. 1S70.
slavery. The white working man was told Citizens’ Caucus, touching the affairs of the railThere is said to be a time between
and
HOW THE LANDS ARE

j

lhe work has steadily progressed since that time noth
h,e> transpired tending in the least to
impair conti
e in the
Engineer'- estimate. Contracts ot a a.iti
factory character have been entered into for the iron
materials lor the lepots and their construction, and f e
every thing n .juired to complete the road.
Fioui all the information 1 hav< on the
-ubject, feel
authori/al to :ay that the entire road will be in a st*t.
ot re idiness tor the rails by the mi Idle of May, md that
tie whole will be
the lir-t
completed, it the farthest,
ot November next.
Notwithstanding the peculiar embarrassment under
which our city bonds were
put upon the market, and the
many obstructions thrown in the way ot negotiating them
they have been steadily gaining ground in public conti
donee; ho tv. rage proceeds of sales thus far has boon
eighty eight and two thirds per cent, on the dollar.
We have been called, Cent .cinch,
b) the voice oi th.
majority to th official positions we now oocupy. W
have obligated ourselves to perform the duties
devolved
upon us according to the best ot our ability. 1 hope and
believe that that obligation will be faithfully observe.!
L>o the best we can we shall fail to give universal sat.
faction, bul let us do the best w> can, and we shall bathe satisfaction ourselves of feeling that w« ha\ -dole
our whole duty.
A. IIwoko Muai
Belfast, March :l, c.o.

ing

dim

by

rather stilled i’.

this committee also dismissed it,
the ground that a Committee on F'-r-ii/n Relations had nothing to do with the right- or grievor

on

ances

of native born

citizens, except

o| African

descent.
Wearied with those repeated application-. to the
Legislature, all of which hud proved fruitless, \v<
finally applied to the (iovernor and Council, and
First Select man, Deaeon Tobias Lumpkin,
at the town*’ expense, to urge the justice of our
claim and to impress on the executive mind tin
forlorn condition of a town that had no latitude.
Deaeon Luirqfkm passed the winter at Augusta,
sent our

The Convention then hi- olv I :m«l iln*

Gore Block.in Green Street. The (ire was confined
mostly to the upper story of the block, hut was of returning just in season to commence spring-work
sufficient magnitude to require the third alarm for and reported that the (iovernor and < i:n»• iI lehelp. As the llames broke through the windows dided that the Constitution expressly prohibited
and roof they lighted up the surrounding buildings them from acting in the matter, and advised us to
wonderfully, and made, with the huge volumes of apply t() Congress to be re-eon.structed: ami a*black smoke from the engines, a very grand and sured us that in that event, being, as we are.

impressive picture. At times the old, gray stone
church in Bowdoin square would lie so enveloped
in the dense clouds of smoke as to leave only the
lops of the square towels visible. Suddenly this
would he lifted and changed as if moved by human
agency, and ever and anon the engines with a
quick angry snort would send up such a shower of
sparks as to make one almost start with affright.
On the left Hashed the angry llames—on the right
gleamed nut the gas-1 ights—in the centre shone the
glittering engines—above :ill the stars in a cloudless sky. Do you wonder Hint it made a grand
picture!' Hut like a great many other grand
pictures it cost somebody a great deal oT money.
The Spring fashions are as yet not very decided.
the indications are that, suits u ill he as generally worn as in previous seasons. They will vary
only in this particular, that they will ho trim1 'tit

med

with the

same material as the suit itself
More than two colors will not he
admissible, and one will he eonsidered in better
Untiles and folds largely predominate.
taste.
Stephenson and Hnvey & Co., both display suits
trimmed with folds. Jordan, Marsh ,V t o. exhibit
a dress having a wide flounce headed witli a very

them

more

formerly.

ruffle—a very short, full over-skirt is worn
above this. Tins will undoubtedly he the most
The Spring hat- at this last
determined style.

narrow

mum

d establishment have

exceedingly high crowns

and wide rims—they are mostly trimmed with
wreaths of wild flowers. The vails are very small
indeed. The hair is now worn in full rolls at the
sides, with braids at the hack, and is dune so high
to leave only about two inches of the front Indivisible. It is also dressed very low in the neck.
Little bows of ribbon sewed to an elastic, and

as

known a “Shoo-flies,” are much worn upon the
hair, and look quite pretty. Long trained dresses
for many occasions will probably he much in vogue
the fashions point that way. It is to
the day is far distant when they will
lie resumed for street wear.
ITucik.

again, at least
lie hoped that

is on

Congress lias got over it- virtuous spasm, and
won't look into the cadet hip any furl her.

truly loyal people,

(juimhy,

look after our interests, wo sent a large delegation
of our most respectable citizens, who, to their honor be it said, paid their own bills.
Several hearings were had before this Commith <
and they were invited to visit the room occupied
b\ our Delegation at the Bushknock House. At
ail of the interviews held there—some of them
protracted quite late into the night—the members
of the committee, jointly and severally, expressed
themselves, practical!) and theoretically, as highly
delighted with the quality of the delegation whiskey
and were profuse in their assurances that justici
should be done to Doddletown.

•Bulge

<»l

ity

Timothy Thorndike, cjiy Treasurer:
Pendleton.

«

it\

might get almost any lati- f ily '■olieiior;
tude we asked for. Deaeon L. brought lionir
Angicr, Ueorge
Justice of the Peace Commission in his pocket, ami | sessors : James
has ever since been known as Squire Lumpkin
tee*. Charle- |».
**

onn

President and C.-<»ig> !*. Ki Id u> » Ink.
The Convention lin n o-nuM, I lot ofmiee
<
ity < Mlieeps, ;in 1 tin billowing per-oic w-to ebos. u
bv ballot, viz., John If.
<
Clerk

we

When Doddletnwn knows she's riyht she <lnn >
hack down";—that’s the motto on our Town-Seal.
At the next, session of the Legislature we renewed our petition; it was referred t<> the Committee
on the Judiciary.
Instead of sending Lumpkin to

<

organized by <»!»#*i..• ofl.-wi- W. Pendleton

j

Physician;

Hon.

Lewis \\
\V. a. Crosby

dolm

Poor, City •sexton; Oak.
Woods and Noah M Mathews, \
\\ Webster. >uj». School Commit
Thombs, chief Engine.
and 1»
l.iut Jr., Ilarhor Ma-ler. The eleetiou oft'iii
Marshal, Poliee IMlieers and Highway Surveyorwas postponed until tIn■ Itrsl
Monday of April, an.!
tin- follow ill;; ollieers wen- liosi-u hy Iiuik I liallot
\ i/., ! ►. I- aim
II. .1. \\ ooils -Ir.. 11. \. Lain;aster
N. 'I. Malheus all.I >. <1. ISii-knell a. Fire Kn
ahieer-; I W. Pendleton, Chairman: IF Fauiiee.
I.. It. Palmer. Charles Moore ami W. t). Poor, a
■

Itoar.i of Ifi altli: 1. I Fry.
I oiirmti.I Iletmer, V
K. l!iel;foril. !. K Walton an,1
Augustus Clark, a
Measurer- of < orn. drain ami Salt; l>. Hara.len.
I>. latim-e, M. F. arter. M.AV.
A

!.11rn.

Ira

I.ikhy,

\\

hVrguson.KMiurd
Cunningham. (•< >.r^<
c. Bailey, If Patter-

Patterson, W. F. Mitchell.II.
shall. H.

U

Mason ami

lame-

Burgess

F

a

Measurer- of Woo.! am! Bark:

II. V Palmer.
>
arter. M. It. Coo|*ei
i
yrtis Pallrrson. II. II
!■• Hal., S. II. Mathews, M. \\ Ferguson, A. (lam
mans. s. ini-, Ifokert Pallerson. 1*. Patter-hall ami
T. Condon. Surveyors of kimiher; John Poor.

surprise when that eommillei—
of the very ties!
ijuulity kept fur sale at Skunk's Landing.
Re- »'tiller "I I loops ami Stine.-; William
('imniiigliani.
ported that while your committee are in favor of I). I„ Piteher. II iif.i I Murphy. (;. w. I.eonar.l,
showing the largest latitude to their fellow citizens
S,
ami
If Brown
Mnililoeks a- Fence Viewerof the while
persuasion, they are apprehensive It. F. Field. \ It. (Ml- F. P. Brown, John Youm
that in recommending that the
prayer of tin- peti- mill 1- Htiptifl, a- Pound Keejier-: and Thomas A
tioners he granted the
rights ami liberties of the Bei I,Willi. Sexton ..1 \\ aril I. Ill Board of Aldei
colored population of Doddletown—consisting c men the following appointments
were made
hy the
t a>sar
Byngs—may tie put in jeopardy; and there Mayoi and a|iproved h> the Board, vi/„ Sealer ed
tore they beg leave to report that the petitioners Weights and Measures, \.
I). French; l.lspcetor
have leave to withdraw.’’
and Sealer of foal Baskets, T>.
Fatmee; Inspeet.u
t*nr delegation took the hint and withdrew: ail "* lieather. leiirge M
Wise; Sti|HU'inlemleiit m
tint Tided C.
said
lie
1
and
einetery. John Poor: Weighers of Coal, l>. Faum
Sledge, the hlaeksmith:
"he’d lie d—d if lie would”; and tie stnek to it. un- ,v Cm. s. s. I.ewis X- Son. W.
Piteher .fc Son. W. p,
til he found that there was nohodv lett to "treat" swan and
Henry (>. Ilus-ell. The following are
—and then he withdrew.
He Joint
Standing oinmittees a- appointed and
tin the organization of the Legislature now in
e eipled, \i/.,
Alderman Forties and Me—r-.
session we noticed that the distinguished Repre- M hith n and Townsend, on Roads
,Vi■.; Alderman
sentative from your city was on the Committee on Milliken and Ale—is. Piteher and
Allard, on
time."
was
the
cxis
our
"Now
Legal Reform.
Sehools; Vklerman Woodward and Messrs. Allard
of
Ooddletown. and shepherd, on Fin am- :
elamatinn that hurst from the lungs
Vlderimin Ferguson
Wo felt eoiitident that the Republican l.airuah
and Me -r Parki r iml li' U1., on Fii It.
pa, tmenl
bloated with

<>ur

sixty .lays whiskey

••

—

■

■

Merman Ueed ami Messrs. Mahoney ami Gurney.
George Wilkes, the Iradiifcr of Gen. McClellan,
Police Kegulations. &c. The Mayor, Alderman uml the intimate friend ami horse-sympathizer of
I orbes and Messrs. Parker and Townsend, on Side- Grant, was eow-liided on Broadway, X. \., last
w a Ik.".
Reports of City Treasurer and City Solici- week, by Col. Leland.
! were referred to the Finance Committee; of
A Western commentator discovers that Nebu.•superintendent School Committee to School Com* chadnezzar invented the popular game of old
his living on “all fours”
mittee: of Chief Fngineer to Committee on Fire sledge," heeausc he got
for seven years.
department; of City Sexton accepted; Constable
Ilailev, one of Mr. Grant's Internal Revenue
bond of Jona. L. Frye approved; Orders, No. 1.
M tking the Mayor, Aldermen and City Clerk the Collectors in New York, lias run away, taking
£200.000 of stealings from the government. So
1’. >:ir 1 of Overseers of Poor, the City Clerk ,1s
< hairmun.
No.*2. Appropriation for Ringing Roll; they go.
I'mty. At the annual Town Meeting in Unity
establishing Legal Pounds; t. For reports of
\

I

>m

ommittee for

the following

Making
Appropriations in May :
\Merman Woodward and Messrs. Whitten and
l »wnseml a Committee to ascertain eost of City
Printing; 0. For regularmeetings on the tirst Mon-

officers,

till Democrats, were elected—

Moderator, Kli Vickery; Clerk, Charles Taylor;
Selectmen, John Vickery, Crosby Fowler, Ansel
lYrkins; Treasurer, Hale Parkhu rst; Town Agent,
of each month at 7 o'clock P. M ; 7. Adopting Kli Vickery; School Committee, Nathan B. Parkand orders
Vd.ioitnied to Monday April, lm 1 -1, .1. C, Harding, D, F. Gill man,

ies

Pili

l "70.

LOCAL ITEMS, &o.

GEN ERALITIES.

Till? War oe the Milk Carts

I’he
Shoo Fly” ;i «t:i 11 < <* Unit out strips every:bing in nakedness and wickedness, has reached
!>•• Portland theatreTin* paper.- arr greatly

many others of the learned professions, has a taste
fur alternating the excitement of professional duties,
\\ itli the quiet life of the farmer, and thus cooling

mdalizt'd about it.
New York paper tloseribes tin* bonnets that

A
ike

mining with tin* spring as “awful—something the blood heated bv political and forensic strife in
sunflower oil tin* peak of a haystack."
the dewy breezes of lield and meadow. lie owns
ha" he<

Aery extensive farm on the Lineolnville road,
wholly in grass and pasturage, where he grazes in
a

before the Augusta Police Court,
uged with stealing two bee-hives. As the lavs
•uldn’t testify, the oflonee was not proven.
\

man

n

flu* man who doesn’t take the newspapers, and
who believes in “dimmecrat ie" prineiple> was in
yesterday. [Kennebec Journal,
i hat statement embodiPs a contradiction.
It i> a
U iuoi-ratie |n i*i«-ij»le that every Democrat -hall

!"wn

take

a

fine herd of choice cows, and in winter
feeds to them the bay of his own curing. The
milk, of excellent quality, he has for some time sup-

summer

■

! plied

the
dwliiiieation”
Y vs ton eoiinty. Mm

name

of

a

new

town

in

Legislature lias permitted Timothy
hunge his name, and Tintolhy ean do
he pleases in future.

I tie Maine

.little te
itiii.ii

i-

<

i'j-a!'h from Antwerp confirms the report of
the ship Ventus from Callao, Nov. lltli,
Antwerp by eollision. She was ail
Aiiieri- an ship of 1'21'2 toils burthen, and belonged
guano, for

l liomaston Maine.

divorces have been granted at the Mareli
of the eourt in Kim\ county, and more are

dteeu
m

inning.
A
iiei

1 >elasv are woman is getting a divoree, because
husband jumped on the buck side of the bed at
alarm of burglars.

on

From last
my
team will furnish milk to customers at live cents per
quart, and afterwards, to the endot the year, at six cents
per quart.
To the old cnstomcrs ot my team, 1 wish to say that
the eight cent, per quart interest, translated last Sunday
morning, at 4 o’clock, my former driver to Pitcher’s
team, and employed him, in connection with Pitcher's
son, in selling the milk ot Pitcher’s team to you, My
present driver will furnish milk to you as fast as he cau
ascertain your names and residences, which please give
him, or leave nt Frank Whitmore’s .shop. Any number
ot tin* citizens of Belfast, who desire it, can he supplied
as above, and the earlier they give notice the better.
A. G. Jewett.

1**s> of

K

consumers

Tuesday—
Milk Notice!
Sunday to the llrst of September next,

\

: it

to

circular, which was issued

i io Maine tieiieral Hospital has rereived eontriam.ui from tvs., gentlemen t<» the amount $10,000
'..oOO, a.-li—and several less amounts from others.

i.

a

in the city, and gradually secured a large number of customers. He also reduced
tin1 price two cents per quart below the rate of
other producers, holding that Iris rates were high
enough in proportion to other things. This aroused
at once the ire and the invention of competitors,
ami resulted in a bold endeavor to get between Mr.
.1. and his customers. The coup d’etat by which
tins was attempted, is explained in the following

paper, and pay for it promptly•.
is

ti

That veteran

politician and advocate lion. A. Ci. Jewett, like

Belfast, March i’l, 18r0..
.Not believing that the public will sanction such
I.ast week, in Dexter, a human skeleton was
as those alludetl to. Mr. Jewett appeals
h
ovenal in a sack in the closet attached to an of- milky ways
to the public, by whom he will undoubtedly lie suswhere it had from appearances lain a Jong
tained. If milk of good quality can be served at
;;im
Some doctor, former!} occupying the room,
the doors of citizens for live cents per quart, from
i.ad forgotten to take it away.
a reliable and responsible
seouree, it is all that the
A man in Koxana, Katon county, Michigan,trackd a fox to his hole the other day, dug him out, and public ought to be compelled to pay—and all underibnnd that he had company in the shape of thirteen handed attempts to raise the price should be frownlull-grown skunks.
ed down. We predict the triumph of Mr. Jewett
in this matter. We are desired by Mr. Jewett to
>ome of the circuses Unit travel tills year will
ike canvass hotels for the men and stables for the say, that the driver of liis team is authorized and
horses. They say they can’t stand the charges of required to complete his collections every Sunday
landlords. Perhaps they will next carry newspa- morning for the milk lie lias delivered the previous
ui

per1' to do their

■

week, and that no bill- will lie made or

advertising.

An Iowa editor nominates Grant for President in
1*72. The editor will discount his expected otlice
and take it now, if convenient.

receipts

given.
Ihitt.v.
A repetition of this beautiful pastoral
drama was given by the ladies and gentlemen of
the l’itiversa!ist Society, at. Hayforil Hall, oil Fri-

New York has been taking a census of the Enghsh sparrows that were imported to take care of
day evening. The poem is founded on the incidents
Uerpiiiars, and find they number half a million.
of English home life, which Tennyson loves so
tie vermin has decreased
proportionally.
well to portray, and which are worked up with
^ome Californian started the following:
A line dramatic effect. Sirs. Philo
Ilersey, as Dora
noted trout-fisher died in Alameda county, not long
ago. Fishing was the one idea of his existence. Allen, sustained her part well, and looked to perIfK last words were characteristic : ‘1 say. Brown, fection the kind hearted English lass. The
part
I’m going to peg out sure. Pve flirted my last fish: of
Mary M#rrison was taken by Mrs. Wellington
hut bury
tackle with me—who knows but they
my
Reed, whose graceful bearing, line emiciation and
bite in ,Iordan!”

Syracuse firm has forty dozen velocipedes on
hand. They don't travel off as fast as ihev did
A

>

'11CC.

(icorgc W. Ladd, K^»•.. of Bangor, ha** opened
wholesale grocery store in ])ovcr.

a

I he ()lii«»legislature has defeated a resolution suhmitting a constitutional amendment giving suffrage
to women.
I he

Incoming city government of Bangor, and
the one just going out, made a railroad excursion
Dover last week.

to

Some

distinguished

citizens

spirited impersonation generally,

remarkable
amateur.
Luke Bromfield, by Mr. Kilgore,
was well acted, with the touch of humor which is
inseparable from the actor. Col. Ilersey, as William Allen, especially in the invalid scene, was
true to the life.
But undoubtedly the finest piece
of acting, as such, was that of Col. Kogler, as farmin

were

an

Allen. 1 ho irritable, unyielding, tyrannical uncle.
W e never suspected that so much lire and fury
lurked under the Colonel's quiet exterior. The
afterpiece of “My Husband's Ghost," in which the
er

leading part was sustained hv Mr. H. J. Locke, was
them.
A writer in the skowbegan lleporter says that very amusing, especially in the exhibition of “the
some people who never could see ihe benefits of Iasi straw that breaks the camel's back"!
railroads, wondered what made potatoes so low
Attention is cal lei 1 to the advertisement i>t the
the recent interruption in the transportation
during
of freight from that station.
readings by Miss Isabel Prince, of Portland, at
accompanied

A man is going to establish a fmg-pl:tiii.iUun in
South Carolina, and raise tin* lvptile for the northern markets.
A

Washington newspaper critic remarks of
Madame Purepa that “her plunip-tudinous
figure is
greatly against her in sentimental parts,” but lie
don’t inform the public what her sentimental parts
are.

It is now announced that the iron-clad rani “Atlanta.”
purchased by the llaytien government last
fall, and which sailed from Philadelphia on the last
day of November, has unquestionably gone to the
bottom o 1 the sea, with the 120 persons on board—
hielty recruited from Philadelphia.
■

the western part of the State lia<l a surpi isr party recently. llis wife got it tip l>y presenting Inin with three children at once.
A

man Hi

llayford Hall, on Tuesday Kvening. 3liss Prince
a yming lady ot excellent
elocutionary powers,
who has received high praise for the force and
spir•s

it

with which she renders the gents of Hnglish literature. She achieved a great success in
Augusta
the past winter. Such favorite poems as Sheridan’s
Hide and Barbara Fretohie are given with the
modulation

and

ringing

appears that
there have been Ss.iKH) of sales the
past year, and
the whole amount, which is received hv this city
aller deducting the agent’s salary $425, is'but about

[Prog. Age.

This is not

matter for us to defend, as our
opinion of the whole rum agency business, in Beltast and out of it. is well known. But common
honesty requires that it lie fairly stated. The
Mayor’s Address shows that the stock of liquors on
hand, not taken into the Treasurer's accounts
a

After a careful investigation, it is ascertained that
the Kennebec dam was not
injured hv the ice
freshet to the alarming extent that was
supposed.
<mlv about seven feet of the upper portion of the
amounts to 81400, and is net profit to the
structure has been carried awnv,
city, toextending some
two hundred feet in
length. 'J'he foundation and gether with $1,623.2.) of accrued profits during the
lower works seem to remain as firm and substanpast two years,—in all $3,023. An investigation
tial as ever.
by tin* Mayor, City Clerk and Daniel Fattnce,
The new railroail bridge at Augusta will be of mukt’s this
report.
iron, on higher piers than the former one. It will
8di. Leila, lost on Cape
Cod, in the late gale, was
cost #100,000.
a good vessel, two and a
hall years old, 167 Ions
Carilioti in Aroostook County, will reociycpts first burthen, and worth
about $12,000. She was owned
installment of Swedish and Norw egian immigrants
by S. 31. Fuller. N. B. Foss (who was captain) A,
early next summer.
1>. Bean, 31. IV. Frost. C. P. Carter, II. S.
Perkins,
one of the largest iee firms who have full houses
F. A. (iilmore, II. S. Kilgore, 31. V.
in Richmond, have sold one large lot of ice at #f>
Stetson, ,J. Y.
tier ton. realizing a profit on the entire lot of Cottrell, Thomas Carter, .J. W. Cushman, and II.
about #7b,000.
A. Carter—the last named
being the only one inS. B. A am c, is
introducing quite extensively in- sured.
to Maine the Barcelona, or
Sicily nut tree, and il
Jerome Packard, indicted for assault in Knox
promises to be an important addition to the agricultural industry ot the State.
County, was convicted before Judge Dickerson last
week, and sentenced to four months imprisonment
A little daughter of Jacob Miller,
residing at Osborne, Ohio, was sent to a neighbor’s’house, on en- in Beltast jail. Deputy Sheriff Torrey delivered
tering she was seized by two ferocious dogs and him here on
Saturday.
torn limb from limb.
Her cries brought assistance,
but uot in time to save her from a terrible death.
On pleasant days a fleet of boats
engage in the
flounder fishery off the wharves. The sight
An Indiana farmer laid a
always
the
grave-yard
ghost
other night by shooting tits old white horse.
brings to mind our lost youth, when the height of
was
ambition
to
come
home
The shakers of Alfred are
cold, wet, covered
negotiating the sale of with
all their real estate to Portland
scales, but with a basketful of fish.
parties for #t(k),0(Ki.
i wo of their members are
“prospecting’’ the ShenThe transaction of the boy of 16 and
girl of 15, as
andoah valley, in Virginia, and if
they like, the
copied from the Portland Transcript, happened in
tamily will remove thither.
Hath instead of Belfast, and our
A New
city breathes freer.
Jersey grocer, when complained to about
A lire occured in Isleslioro,
selling bad eggs, says: “At this time of year the
(Long Island) on
bens are sick, and often
lay bad eggs."
Sunday evening. The alarm was given in our
St Homingo’s popular vote on
annexation to the streets, and the engines started, hut we believe they
t inted states, was
nearly unanimous in favor ol didn’t reaeli the conflagration. We learn that the
the proposition.
house of J. B. Williams was destroyed
by the lire.
Ill a Tennessee breach of promise
case, three
One of our exchanges says that the editor of the
hundred love letters are being read to the
eourt.
“walks into the City Liquor Agency.”
lexas hits it game of cards. One holds a revolver Prog. Age
another holds the card-., and the coroner holds the' It is a mistake—he can’t walk into it, and that’s
what’s the matter.
inquest.
The Augusta don rind says that the exhibition in
the Representatives’ Hall on Tuesday
evening, by a
delegation of children from the Military and Naval
Orphans’ Home in Hath, was fully attended and
gave the utmost satisfaction.

Al>out 30,(XX) railroad ties tortile
Belfast road,
will be procured on the line of the

road, 30,000 are
coining from New Brunswick, and about 1>0,(XX)
IVom the line of the
European and North American
road, aliove Bangor.

A man named Bennett has been arrested in BanWhile our neighbor of the
gor for stealing from the Eastern Express ofliee.
IVog. Age was in his
most imauiiable mood over the result
We are sorry to say that lie is a
of the city
printer.
election, somebody with a sense of humor sent him
The late storm gave New York and
Canada four
a specimen of the bird called the Cross
feet ol snow on a level.
Bill I
Rev.

Mr.

stricken with

Collins, of Fail-haven, was fatally
paralysis in his pulpit last Sabbath.

On Saturday Sheriff Calderwood served

a writ
Unity, in the suit of the railroad
corporation for the amount of that town’s subscription. One lias also been served on the town of

on

the town of

The .fountal says that the rupture in ttie railroad
at Augusta, makes lively work
for truckmen.
Large quantities of freight are daily trans- Brooks.
ported between the two depots m that city.

bridge

The opulence of Belfast in flounders runs over
The trial of I’rinee Pierre Napoleon
Bonaparte, into the region round about. Mr. Durham recentfor the shooting of Victor Noire,
commenced on the ly sent about 700
pounds to the Bangor market.
lHth.
Schooner Hattie, of this port has been sold to
The floor of a new chapel at Fall River
gave way Wm. McIntyre, of
Bristol, for $11,000. She is a
Sunday afternoon, letting the congregation into the well built
vessel, four years old, 213 tons, and was
cellar. Twelve persons had limbs broken.
owned by C. P. Carter, S. S. Lewis and others.
At the St. James Hotel, Boston,
Bcuj. A. Smith,
Our advertising columns contain a notice of inkilled himself, leaving a note saying he “was friendterest to non-paying subscribers to the stock of the
less, penniless and discouraged."

railroad.

sheds on the line of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
ltailroad has been taken by Mr. Israol W. Parker,
of this city. The sum to be paid is about #17,000.

Capt. Buckland, engineer

in

charge

of the Bel-

fast and Moosehead Lake Railroad construction,
has been ottered the supervison of the iron bridge

DESTRUCTIVE

FIRE IN

MARRIED.

BANGOR.

Banuoi;, March 18—2 A.M.

All persons indebted to B. C.
Dinsmore are requested to settle
before April 1,1870, or their bills
will be left with a lawyer for
collection.

this city, 20th inst., by Rev. W. O. Thomas, Mr.
Fire is now raging in the wooden block at Leauder. J. Hatch and Miss'Alvesta M. Rowe, both ot
the west end of Kenduskeag Bridge, occupied Morrill.
In Stockton, March 19th, by Henry S. Staples, Mr.
by W. A. Dresser & Son, clothing; W. II. Mathew Partridge and Miss Lizzie A. Partridge, both oi
T.
boots
Stockton.
and
two
shoes;
Flagg,
Hurley’s
In Portsmouth, N. II., Marcli 9, Mr. Avery M. llayes,
clothing stores; 1). Bugbee & Co.’s book ot Bidwell’s
Theatrical Co, and Miss Alzetta S. Drinkstore and bindery, and J. E. Chapman’s cloth- water bf Lawrence.
lu

Augusta. He declined

on

account of engage-

ing

Selling

COUNTY OF

Appleto

379
927
198
202
231
193

Can

Cushing,
rlendsh
Friendship,
Hope,
North

Haven,

1

Rockland,

1,752
Thomaston, 324
553
George,
050
Thomaston,
481
Union,
324
Vinalhaven,

Warren,

379
527
020
432
402
494
329

55

17,539

19,585

20,059

20,059

7,271

$9,212,824

231
577
108
1180,
294
321
231
474
414
294
117
143
997
154
418
>2

7,009

$10,507,542

OF LINCOLN.

COUNTY

223,310
403,933
122,900,

199
720
202
083
273
248
230
410,
352
282
110
10,5
170
350
4*;o

233.010
042,819
102,437
488,125
009,719
310,717
202,428
420,003
097,981
287,807
80,685
149,200
1,104,382
180,392
441,340
089,551

23,740

42

21,345

0,127 $0,177,241

0,002

,610

Boothbay,
Bremen*
Bristol,

Damarlscotta,

Dresden,
Edgecomb,
Jefferson,
Newcastle,

Nobleboro’,
Somerville,

Southport.
Waldoboro’,
Westport,
Whitetield,

Wiscasset,
Monhegan Blan

422.580

001,198
328,474
179,225
404,908
048,991

201,745

65,047
130,455
1,010,447
150,004
806,749

tation,
COUNTY

l,.ilo

Thorndike,
Troy,
Unity,

160
200
105
200
205
200
1%
236
241
428
375
307
142
281
293
215
352
533
350
193
214
332
304

W interport,

Oil

Frankfort,
Freedom,
Islesboro’,

Jackson,
Knox,
Liberty,

Lincolnville,

Monroe,

Montvilie,

1,989

284,278
1,497,031
132,839
140,207
251,050
152,594
•{,419,355
408,145
403,342
1,854,110
533,000
204,900
834.010
289,857

909,254
270,010»

Plantation,

Belfast,
Belmont,
Brooks,
Burnham,

203
217
211
178

553

Ridge

Aina,

1,129

343.402

Matinicus Blare-

tation,

347

253,347

343,152
2,053,573
510,737
198,803

Washington,
Muscle

$7,274,923

KNOX.

103,547
123.500
241,094
140,440.
2,014,801

So.
St.

8, ill

MT. DESERT AND

•

Morrill,
Northport,
Palermo,

Prospect,

Searsmont,
Sear sport,

Stockton,
S w Anvil le,

148

Waldo,

8,443

OF

1,070

WALDO.

1,802,307

93,210
158,278
129,054
214,014
159,284
148,271
102,849

189,421

1,303
144
205
100
323
200
273
188
218

135.149
390.781
234,080
357.052

2,000,879
101,708
200,170
175,007
220,040
191.505

153,703
170,004

218,392

193,819

326,835

100,540
188.150
184,394
139,980
204,813
797,601
425,709
116,691
186,728
226,859
297,504
127,705
502,343

324
172
230
297
200
349
527
535
190
199
200
275
149
024

389.945

1,030,823

$7,740,729

8,428

$10,090,581

133,099
180,720
241,433
184,492
300,418
800,220
140.050
264.50 l

233,301
3S4,4G5
144,218
000,300

COUNTY OF WASHINGTON,

Addison,
Alexander,
Baileyville,
Baring,
Beddlngton,

Calais,
Centrevllle,

Charlotte,
Cherry field,
Columbia,
Columbia Falls,
Cooper,

Crawford,
Cutlei,

Dcblois,
Denuysville,
Danforth,

297
90
75
80
31
992
43
124
405
161
135
91
58
186
29
103

Fast

Machias,
Kastport,

742
88
202
129
222
504
417
209
38
02
07
326
55

Edmunds,
Harrington,

Jonesboro’,

Jonesport,
Lnbec,
Machias,
Machiasport,
Marion,
Marshfield,

Meddybemps,

Milbndge,
Northfleld,
Pembroke,
Perry,
Princeton,
Kobbinstcn,

439

Steuben,

Topsfleld,
Trescott,
Wesley,
Whiting,
Whitney ville,
Codyville Pla’n,
Talmadge

201
141
200
204
98
118
71
91
119

217,379
54,154
50,624
00,985
27.022
1,170,338

38,556

70.458
355,437
111.163

138,081
39,272
28,883

83,000
16,086

149,596
481,877
897,898
80,204
247,133
61,074
105,753
257,739
674,124
155,939
33,720
60,320
24.458
206,359
41,450

304,087
187,120

115,950
124,632
101,077
85,595
51,969

30,202

04,401
87.023

Waite
No. 7, Range 2,
No. 14,
No. 21,

307
95
04
88
25

1,099

1,523,452
42,091

70.938
370
104
133
84
54
211
23
99
01
381
722
79
283
119
259
498
501
300
46
73
50

573
267
217
195
270
105
110
72
82
113
18
25
32
27
31

34,

8,342 $7,157,800

263,457
73,997
53,641
96,169
32,034

8,983

434,483
127,899
170,802
42,809
35,351
110,189
18,010

199,319

50,096
581,547
901,086
91,418
249,203
80,990
150,388
309,406

978,135
197,221

39.976
71.356
24,080
299,747
52,947
388,233
215,592
180,507
137,030

186,528

87.828
52,980
63.829
74,629

111,264
27,919

29.512
28,700
26,645
20,000
20,255

$9,048,888

Pills which contain antimony, <|Uinine. and
calomel, should he avoided, as severe griping pains
would he their only result. The safest, surest, and
best pills an Parsons' Purgative or Al.ti-liilions
Pills.

called, containing about one hundred acres ot
good land; cuts about twenty tons of hay; a
wood lot and pasture; well fenced; plenty of never tailing water, and a pleasant location. A good one-hall
house with L, finished throughout. A barn, shed, carriage-house, work shop and blacksmith’s shop. Any
one desirous of a good larm and a good location,
cheap,
please call on the subscriber on the primises.
t!37
DAVID DRINK WATER.

I.ii

has 11 :w < 'harms for the
is not hi he wondered at when wo take
the amount of hodilv and mental

Dyspeptic, which

i:

be

I-* E W

Monday, March A.
BUT! ER—\Ye quote New York and Vermont daipretty good lots; fair grades 2S:i30c, and
common grades at 25c per lb; bakers’ at
IGaISc; Western
at 1(i:i25c, and Western rolls at 20a2So.
E(l<iS The market is lirin to-day at 28 t-2a2dc
per dozen tor Eastern, and 2? tor Western.
BEANS—We quote choice Western pea Beans at
$2 50a2 70 per bush; common do $l75a2 25; choice
hand-picked peas $2(12 1-2; do mediums at $1 70 per
bush. Canada Peas common and screened <*oca$l
15;
choice cookiug $1 50 per bush.
FRESH MEATS—We quote Chicago Beet at 10a 12 l-2c
per lb; Veals, choice, 15a 17c per lb; do common 3a(>c;

frozen Mutton sells at 3a7c, and fresh killed at Sal.lc
POUL1 RY—We quote Western Turkeys 25a27c; and
fresh killed birds at 20c: Western Chickens at 20a23c ;
common do 17al0c.
POTATOES—Bulk ol the sales have been at 5Sc per
bush lor New York stock, and G3c tor Eastern.
DRIED APPLES—We quote Eastern sliced at 13 l-2a
H l-2c per lb; do quartered 12 l-2al3c; New York sliced
at 10 l-2all 1 -2c: do quartered lo 1-2alie; Ohio and Michigan sliced lOalO l-2c; do quartered 10c; Southern 8a0c
per lb.
GRASS SEEDS—We quote jobbing prices Herds Grass
at $5 75a0
per bush ; Red Top $3 25a3 50 per sack; Clover
14al5c lor Western and largj New York.
HAY—We quote prime Eastern cargo at $20a23 per ton,
and Vermont and Eastern prime by the carload at
$20a24 per ton; interior qualities at $15al7, and Swale
Hay at $15, per ton. NewYork Hay $10a22 per ton. New
York Straw $21a25 per ton.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

13H

principal Wharf
Inquire ot

in

Warren’s Coib Balsam!

Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the
dav
tor all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGSI
Also for Whooping Cough amt Croup in Children it is
the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor Me
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents lor New

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO

Steamer Lewiston will receive freight for the
landings
on the i’enobacot River tas far as the ice will
permit,)
to be reshipped at Rockland by the Sanford line.

RAILROAD

GROCERIES!

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, conneetl
ng the
Atlantic coast aiul the magnificent harbors of the Chesa
peake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of reliable uav
igation, and thus, with the entire Railroad system and

GROCERIES I

COMPANY.

and1 mineral

of

resources

Virginia

and

West-Virginia,
a large

it possesses, along its own line, the elements of
and profitable local business.

Ureely’a

Thus the great interests, both general and local, which
completion of the Chesapeake andOiiic
Railroad to the Ohio River, afford the surest guaran-

demand the
tee of its

success and value, and render It the moat
important and tabstantial Railroad on*
terprise now In progress In this Country.

Its superiority as an East and West route, and ttu
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting its
have drawn to it the attention and cooperaA good, fast sailing, white oak, copper- completion,
fastened schr., carries one hundred thou- tion of prominent Capitalists and Railroad men of this
sand Jiangor lumber, or (>o tons hay, with- city of sound judgment and known
integrity, whose cou
out ballast, draft eight feet deep loaded,
nection with it, together with that of eminent citizen*
well found and in good order. Also a good
scuooner, (.9cow,' carries one hundred and fifteen thou- and business men of Virginia and West-Virginia, In*
sand Bangor lumber on eight feet draft, well found and •area an
energetic, honorable, and tut*

Schooners for Sale

lw

in good order. Both vessels are now at this
will be sold low for cash if applied for soon.

Winterport, March 3,

port and

cessfnl

JOHN ATWOOD.

18. 0.

management.

The Road

ow34*

is

completed

and in

operation

from Rich

White Sulphur Springs of West
Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200 miles (now
partially constructed) to be completed, to carry it to the
proposed terminus on the Ohio river at, or near, the
mouth of the Big Sandy river, 150 miles above Cincinnati, and 350 miles below Pittsburg.
mond to the celebrated

PROBATE MOTICES.
At

a

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March

County

D. 1870,
riTiMOTIIV MAYO. Administrator of the estate of
Kzra 1. Clark, late of Frankfort, in said County of
A_
Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohio
Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final ac- and Kentucky to this point, which will connect the
count ol administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all f'heaapeake and Ohio with the entire
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be Railroad nyiiteuiM of the Went and ftoutlipublished three weeks successively in the Republican
and with the Pacific Railroad.
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a we*t,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
Its valuable* franchises ami superior advantages will
County, on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they have, place the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad Comwhy the same should not be allowed.
pany among the richest and most powerful ard trust
ASA THUULOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. 1*. Fikm>,
Register. Jw36 worthy corpo rations of the country; and there e\isttf a prevent value, in completed road and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
work done, equal to the entire amount of
County ot \N aldo, on the second Tuesday of March
the mortgage.
A. D. 1870.
GRKEI.Y, Administrator on the estate ot
The details of the Loan have been arranged with
Charles Nelson, late of-, 111 said
County of
\\ aldo, deceased, having presented ins final account ol
special reference to the wants of all classes of investors
administration on said estate for allowance,
Ordered, That the said Greelygive notice to all persons and combine the various features of convenience, safety,
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published and protection against loss or fraud.
three weeks successively iu the Republican
The Bonds are in denominations of
Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County,
on the second Tuesday ol April next, at ten of the clock
A.

JOHN

$1,000, $500, $100.

before noon, and shew cause, it any they
have, why the
same should not bo allowed.
ASA III URLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P, F11.1.D, Register. 3w36

fish!

They will be

issued

as

er, and may be held in

Probate Court held «t Belfast, within and tor the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot March

At

a

Coupon Bonds, payable

that form

to

bear

; or

The Bond may be registered in the name of the owner,
HILLS, Administrator of the estate of with the coupons remaining payable to bearer attached,
George White, late of Lincolnville, in said County theprincipal being then transferable only on the books
of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and linal
account ot administration on said estate for allowance, of the Company, uuless reassigned to bearer. or
together with his private claims,
The coupons may be detached and cancelled, the Bond
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable ouI> ou
three
weeks
published
successively in the Republican the books of the Company, and the interest made p
Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and for said Coun- able only to the registered owner or his attorney.
ty, on the second Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the
The three classes will be known respectively as
clock before noon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why
A. D. ls?0.

JASON

At. tile Foot of

MAIN STREET, doal in

F1SU OF ALL KINDS.
And have then fresh from the brincy depths twice a
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
Haddock, beautiful tor chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
the ponderous Halibut, the translucent
Smelt, the appetising Flounder; and the savory Clam.-- all may be found
there,
Shakspere it was who exclaimed—

the

At

the poet was right, as usual. He undorsto od t he
question. As a diet, tish is better. Therefore should
tlesh be fishified.
Economy sanctions it, lor tish i*
cheaper, and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digestion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthens the mind.
It Is not heating, begets not humors in
the blood.
Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Market. Order book at the store of D. Faunce & Co.
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
LEWIS & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.
z7

allowed.

ot

A. D. 1870.

l®t.

THUKLOUGH, Judge.

Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

4d,

Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday of March,

subscriber hereby give public notice to all

con-

cerned, that

she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the es»
tateol Putnam Simonton, late ot Searsport in the
County
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to her.
EMILY J. SIMONTON

Registered

lo

bearor

Bond with C oupon*

at-

tached."

Waldo,

Guardian of Ira B. and Caroline
minor heirs of John
late of-,
in
of
having presented his
first account ot Guardianship tor allowance,
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to
be held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
County,
on the second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
clock,
before noon, and shew cause, if any they
the
have,
why
same should not he allowed
ASA TIIURLOUGlf, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
36

rpilE
-L

Coupon Bonds puyalde

3w30

*Bd.
Registered Bond* with Coupon*
detached," and should bo so designated by Corres
pondents in specifying the class ot Bonds desired.

BOWLER,
Brawn,
JOSEPH
Brawn,
said County
Waldo, deceased,

,\l \

*
offic® In Belfast.
The whole ot the above sleepers will be paid for on
the 15th day of the month succeeding their delivery alter inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer.
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.

Probate

a

County

LUMBERMEN!
Ana RAILROAD SLEEPERS WANTed. Having contracted for 40,000,
oiler the. balance to citizens adjoining the line
following terms, if applied for immediately—
Cedar 40 cents each; Hacmetac .‘18 cents each; Yellow
Ash 08 cents each; ot the following demensions : 0 feet
long, 0 inches face, 0 inches thick.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. II.
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their

should not be

ASA

And

we now
on the

same

A true copy.

“Flesh, jlesh, how art thou tishijied!"

|

They have tblrty yearn to run
18?u, with interest at six per cent
November 1, 1809.
ABLE IN

GOLD IN

from

January

per annum
Principal and intkkksi

THE CITY

OF

15

from
pa*

NEW-YOKK.

The interest is payable in May ami November, that
it may take the place of that of the earlier issues ol
Five-Twenties, and suit the convenience ot our friends

who already hold Central aud Western Pacific tiouds
with interest payable in January and July, and who
may desire, in making additional investments, to hast
their interest receivable at different seasons of tl».
year.
The Loan is secured by u mortgage upon the entire
Line of Road from Richmond to the Ohio River, with

the equipment and all other property and appurt«*nanc^s
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all contli.it lie has been duly appointed and taken connected therewith.
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate
We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments et John C. Perry, late of Lincolnville, in the County of
A Sinking Fund of $100,000 per annum is pro
01 the above deliveries in accordance with the terms of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said VIDEO FOR THE REDEMPTION Ob THE BONDS, TO TAKE
the advertisement.
A. IIAY'FOltD,
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those EFFECT ONE YEAR AFTER Till. COMPLETION OF THE
*^7
President B. & M.. L. K. K.
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
Road.
settlement to him. 3w3ti WILLIAM K. DUNCAN,

Schooner for Sale

k

SCHOONER ERIE, sr tons burthen, in
good condition, und will be sold at a burgain.

Apply

to

It. S. STAPLES.

Stockton,Starch 3, 1S7U.

ASK FOR DR. CLARKE’S SHERRI WINE BITTERS,
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of eaclt bottle. No other is
genuine.
are purely vegetable and wit! not intoxicate,
tfsp

special

THE

OF

Administrator’s Sale-

LEWIS & CROSBY,

If. SIJIPSOW.

They

offer with

FIRST MORTGAGE BONOS

TTUII.L BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION
by virtue
of a licence Irom the Court of Probate for the
TT
County of Waldo, on Monday, the eleventh day of April,
A. D. 1870, at 10 of the clock forenoon, at John
dwelling house at Palermo, all the right title and interest of ltufus Turner, minor son and heir of Woodman
Turner, late of Palmero, deceased, has in or too any and
all real estate descending to him by his father,consisting
of about 7.0 acres of land, together with building thereon.
Subject to widow’s right of dower
JOHN GKKRLY, Guardian of said Minor.
;jw30
Palermo, March sth, ls?o.

For Sale,

the harbor, at reasonable
W

ISTON,

now

IKWIS

FAUAI, situate in Northport, one mile
irom Saturday Cove, on the Beech Hill road, so

Wharfage and Storage,
On the
terms.

the confidence of investors—we
confidence and satisfaction the

—o& CROSBY, at their store, foot of Main water transportation ol the great West and South
west,
J street, offer lor sale the following desirable goods, forms
the additional East and West Trunk
very low—
Cine, so imperatively demanded for the accomodation
10 Hhd9. Cienfuegos Molasses.
of the immense and rapidly-growing transportation be
“
10 Tierces
tween the Atlantic seaboard and Europe on the one
“
20 Barrels
hand, and the great producing regions of the Ohio and
200 Barrels Flour.
Mississippi Valleys on the other.
10 Chests Tea.
The Importance of this Road as a new
200 Boxes Scaled Herring.
THE ABOVE WILL BE SOLD AT REDUCED outlet from the West to the sea magni8es it
RATES. GIVE US A CALL.
into one of national consequence, and insures to it un
Belfast, March 8, 18T0,
extensive through traffic from the day of its completion
‘Aw l'i
while, in the developement of the extensive agricultural

Bailey,

ries 32a3Ic for

MACHIAS.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
i’ortland, March 10, 1870.
tf-'lG

Commissioners’

PRODUCE MARKET.

Your,

success

ings.

A

BOSTON

New

Assured that, in the selection and negotiation of su
perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable servlce-both to the
holders of Capital and to those great National works ot
internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and sub
stantial character entitle them to the use of Capital and

CHARLES DEERING, Master.

distributed previous to the Read-

fish!

The remarkable

WILL leave Railroad Wharf, every FRIDAY EVENING, at l'j o’clock, (commencing the I8th, inat.) lor
Machiaaport, touching at Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Mt. Desert, Millbridge and Jonesport,
Returning will leave Machiaaport every Tuesday
Morning at .i o'clock, touching at the above named land-

A

fish!

No5, Nassau Street,

THE STEAMER

into account
suffering that
this distressing malady generates. The Peruvian
LostSyru|> (a protoxide of iron) has cured thousands
who were suffering from this disease.
GOLD EAR DUOL*. The linder will please leave
the same at II. J. LOCKE’S, Main Street. lwf
11 isti »iii ,vi, X Aiir.s. a Warren is aliisiorcial name.
There was Gen. Warren who fell at Bunker Hill,
and Dr. Warren the eminent surgeon, and last hut
Notice.
not least, W.utKB.N’s Cnsi-rpasskh fui on I! u
rrillE SUBSCRIBER gives notice that his Feather
SAM I
X Renovator is in operation, and orders lor Cleansing
beds can be left at his store.
The worst mr.Ks ci uKi). I wish to
spread
3w3?
A. D. BEAN.
abroad the great henetit 1 have derived from the use
of Dr. Harrison's i-fristai.tic i.o/i:nof.s.
1 have suffered years from the worst Piles. T used
Notice.
everything to no purpose, iinlil I found the Lozenges; in less than a month l was cured, and have rpilE l NDERS1GNED, having been duly appointed
only to resort to them when costivencss returns, X Commissioners of Insolvency by the Honorable
and always liud instant relief. S. <>. Xkai.. Kin- Judge of Erobate, on the estate of the late .Jonathan
sale at No. | Tremont Temple. Boston, by K. A. Treat, of Frankfort, hereby give notice that six months
from the 8th day of Feb. 1870, are allowed for creditors
11aurisox
i'll.. Proprietors, and hv all Drugto prove their claims. And that they will be present at
gists. Mailed for (50 cents.
-Jmo31
the hotel of D. N. Ewell, in Frankfort, on Saturday,
April 30th, at 10 o’clock. A. M., and on Saturday, Aug.
0th, at 10 o’clock, A. M., lor the purpose of receiving
BELFAST FlIK'EM (11IREAT,
and hearing proofs thereof.
claims,
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
JOHN WJSWELL, Jit.
D. N. EWELL.
March
Belfast, Wednesday,
'S.i, lsru.
March 0, 1870.
Sw.'tti*
Winterport,
$7.00 to 11 Round Liog,
12 to 14
Corn Meal,
1.20 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
$30 to 32
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
Rye Meal,
8 to 10
l.lo to 1.25 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
1<» to 12
1.15 to 0.00 Turkeys,per lb,
25 to 30
05 to 70 Chickens, per lb,
20 to
2.25 to 275 bucks, per lb,
20 to
Marrow I at Peas,1.25 to 1.50 Geese,
ir» to 20
00 to 02 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$10 to 18
50 to 00 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.50 to 00
Dried Apples,
10 to
12 Washed Wool,
35 to 40
1.25 to 1.50 Unwashed Wool,
Cooking, tie.
25 to 30
•HO
t
o
32
Pulled Wool,
Butter,
40 to 00
20 to 22 Hides,
Cheese,
7 to 00
21 to 00 CalfSkins,
02 to 00
Eggs,
20 to
00 Sheep Skins,
Lard,
75 to $1
11 to
14 Wood, hard,
Beef,
$0.00 to
Apples, Baldwin, 2 00 to 2.25 Wood, soft,
$1.00 to 0
S to
10 Dry Pollock,
Veal,
5 to 0
a to 10
Dry Cod
$8 to 10
Straw,

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

FIRST Tim* OF THE SEASON.

March 29tli,

Programmes will
Ins.

IN

INLAND ROUTE TO

RJEADINGS.

More than forty year* have elapsed since Johnson's Anodyne Liniment was lirst invented, during
which time hundreds of thousands have iieen henetitted hv its use. Probably no article ever liceame
so
universally popular with all classes as Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment.

Cost!

February 15th, 1870.
which attended our negotia
Shawls,
tion of the Loans of the Central Pacific Railroad
Beavers,
Company and the Western Pacific Railroad
Cloakings,
Company, and the popularity and credit which these
Repellants, Ac., Ac.
Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this
Linens and White Goods of all
Descriptions. country and Europe, have shown that the First Mort
Black Silks and Alpaccas,
gage Bonds, of wisely-located and honorably-managed
All Wool Detains and Plaids,
Railroads and promptly recognized and readily taken as
And Dress Goods in great variety.
the most suitable, safe, and advantageous form ot InA lull assortment of Boots and
Shoes, probably the
largest variety of Uoods of any one Store in the County. vestment, yielding a more liberal income than can
hereatter be derived from Government Bonds, and avail
ROBERTS Si HICHBORN,
able to take their place.
Stockton,

13,01u

7,810 $6,309,819

Off at

to
for CASH ONLY, our entire
ol
Boots and Shoes, Hats and
and
Crockery
Furniture, at cost. Remnants and
many goods at much less thau cost.
Wc have a choice line of WOOLENS and FLANNELS for men’s wear. Also

HAYFORD HALL.

7,

HATCH,

BANKERS AND DEALERS

PROPOSE
sell,
Stock
WE
Dry Goods,
Caps,

uation

Tuesday Eve.,

FISK &

much

—

SELECT

OFFICE OF

“r / W \ PAIRS OK WOMEN’S, MISSES’and childrcn’s single and double sole boots, selling
less than cost lor CASH. Call and see before you
buy.
13. C. DINSMORE,
;lw30
71 Main Street.

store. The upper story was occupied by
offices and Sawyer’s photograph saloon.
ments here.
DIED
The upper part of the building is all deThe prevailing excitement in our streets last
and the entire block will probably [ Obituary notices, beyond the
stroyed,
datet name and age}mus
week was the avalanches of snow from the house- be
paid for. ]
consumed.
The goods were partly reIn Lowell. Mass., March 3d, Miss Emma A. Drinkwatops.
state.
but
in
a
The
losses
moved,
damaged
ter of Northport, aged 21 years and 10 months.
In Weymouth, Mass., Mrs. Helen F. Woodside, for
Saint Patrick’s Day was remembered but not for- will be heavy, and the insurance light.
many
years a successful school teacher in this city, aged
SECOND DESPATCH.
mally celebrated in this city.
41 years.
In
Stockton, Feb. 13th Mrs. II. J., wife of A. R, MudThe building was owned three-fourths by
About 14,000 letters a month are sent from the
gett. aged 43 years and 7 months.
Chas. Stetson, and one-fourth byS. 1’. StrickBelfast Tost Office.
She was my only hope,
The pride of my heart,
land. No insurance. Loss $8000.
Hut the angels came and called her
The following arc the losses of occupants :
Softly, Jane come home.
The Dexter and Newport Railroad is doing
W. A. Dresser A- Son, $4060; insured $2000.
And they bore her gentle spirit
a fine business, and is a source-of profit to the Win. H.
To that land so bright and fair;
Flagg, loss $7000; insured $4000.
Where there is no grief or sadness,
Maine Central, independent of the business Timothy and Jas. Hurley, insured $3000 each,
She is an angel there.
which it brings to the latter road. The Dex- which will cover the loss. Bugbee & Co.'s
All her suffering now are o’er.
loss is $10,000, fully insured.
Chapman's
ter Gazette says of the first year’s experiFree from sorrow, pain and care;
loss $1000, fully insured.
Sawyer’s loss
And in Heaven where all are
happy,
ence—
She is an Angel there.
$4000, insured.
The workings of the road the past year have far
The losers in the upper story are E. T, | Age please copy.
In Brooks, Fob. 3d, of measels, Mrs.
surpassed the most sanguine anticipations of ils Wasgalt, deiPist: S. F. Humphrey, lawyer;
Elizabeth, wife
of Norard Grover, aged 51 years, 2 months and 27
After paying all expenses of running
friends.
days.
S. I
Walker, detective; Smith & Perkins,
amount
a
small
the
rent
No
and
trains, &e.,
money,
earthly friend can fill a mother’s place,
When that dear one is with us here no more;
We be- claim agents : J. Kay. barber; Ale^Mekinwas still left for the benelit of the lessees.
No smile so sweet, so loving to the
lieve that such prosperity us has marked the career non andN. Hanley, repair shops; but none
care,
As that of our dear mother.
of the Dexter & Newport Railroad, from the very of them are heavy losers. The lire is cheeked.
in
railroad
is
rare
history.
start,
Oh, sweet be thy sleep in the land of the grave,
Nor trouble, nor grief shall molest thy repose;
TERRIBLE ACCIDENT IN NEW JERSEY.
The verdure of summer above thee shall
wave,
The reported safety of the steamer City of
Yet unheeded shall blossom her tendercst rose.
Nkw Yoi;k, March is.
concocted
Boston was a heartless hoax,
Ifow lonely thy dwelling, we call thee in
by
vain,
AYhile sonic laborers were carrying some
We look but behold not the
light of thine eyes:
some scoundrel outlie other side of the water.
We listen but hear not thy love d voice again,
ba^s of i!iti‘0-<r!\ <*i*ui!i<* 11’*»ni SehnlYiorV* lacFor thy spirit hath lied to thy home in the skies.
It was published in the papers both in Ton- Lory to a sloop on the banks of the Hacken[ Kennebec papers please copy'.
don and New York. It seems to us impossi- sack river. New Jersey, yesterday afternoon,
ble that the perpetrator should escape detec- one of the men dropped a bag, which exSHIP NEWS.
The. building had some 25,000
tion. The telegraph officials must know from ploded. of
pounds
nitro-glyeerine stored in il. The
1*011* OS’ BEliFAiT.
whom it came.
explosion started a second explosion more
ARRIVED.
terrible than the first. The bulk of the maMarh 17ih. Sell Atlantic,
Burgess, Boston.
terial stored in the building went oil’ with a
aist. Sehs Empire, Furguson, Boston; Nathan ClifVALUATION LISTS.
force beyond description. The consequences ford, do.
We are indebted to Franklin M. Drew,
SAILED.
were terrible.
The building lay a mass of
March lUtli. Sell Mozelle, -, Boston.
Esq., Secretary of State, for a copy of the Val- ruins scattered for rods around. Bricks and 2oth.
Sch Borneo, Mathews, Philadelphia.
Lists of Maine, as prepared by the mortar were hurled in every direction. RafSell Leila of Belfast, ashore on
Nantucket, is from SanCommissioners. It embraces the total amount ters broken in pieces were scattered every- tilla
Mills, Ga, with a cargo of hard pine lumber, bound
where. The boiler, broken in some places to Portland.
The cargo wili probably be
of real and personal estates, as well as the
saved, but the
and indented in others, lay many feet from vessel will be lost. The schooner went ashore
night of
lGth during the gale, near the head of Miacomet
number of polls, and is compared with the the
Pond,
spot where it once stood.
and now lies high and dry on the beach. The crew all landlist tor I860. We copy some of the counties.
Nothing lint the chimney of the factory re- ed, badly chilled, and have been taken, to one of the farm
mained intact. The explosion was heard for houses in the vicinity. A large ship was near when the
OUK
was first seen, but
discovering her danger, got otf
miles around, and its force broke the win- vessel
Bolls.
Estates. Bolls.
Estates.
shore immediately.
1860.
1800.
1870.
1870.
dows of houses a mile distant upon the
815
89
Amherst,
50,040
57,270
neighboring hills. Four lives were sacrificed
Railroad Notice.
00
48
40,272
32,052
to the carelessness of one incautious work4:n
432
Bluehfli,
358,176
397,020
A T A MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS of the
235
252
136,430
180,899
Brooklin,
man, and the bodies of these unfortunate a A Belfast and Moosehead Lake
303
Railroad, March
322
Brooksville
198,998
238,987
men were torn limb from limb, and scattered, lsru, the following vote was passed.
804
975,137
1,219,881
Bucksport,
Voted, That the Treasurer of this Corporation be and
like the mason work, all over the vicinity.
258
Cai
704,571
401,343
hereby Is instructed to commence suits against all indi80
73
Cn
53,710
01,514
High up in the air one was thrown, and de- vidual subscribers to the stock, who shall
not have paid
Dec
738
749
417,211
one or more ol their assessments on or before
scended
into
the
river.
The leg of one man
April cu
113
100
Dec
94,388
102,752
l»:o.
JOHN
II.
Clerk,
43
49
QUIMBV,
was
found lying 200 feet distant from the
29,354
39,288
Kastbrook,
Belfast, Marcli 23, 1870.
3wS7
250
290
158,404
190,499
Eden,
scene ot the
catastrophe. Many of those
847
Ellsworth,
*
1,233,199
who were not killed were more or less in219
211
Franklin,
123,050
108,348
374
434
Gouldsboro
224,090
jured. One man was struck upon the head
215
244
Hancock,
133,230
103,904
109
by a flying brickbat and severely cut and
82
Miss ISABEL PRINCE, of Portland,
49,100
Mariaville,
05,742
190
220
Mt.
bruised. Another sustained a fracture of the
129,839
158,009
Will give Headings irom the Dramatists and Poets,
407
374
Orlt
312,543
374,390
The
leg.
sloop escaped comparatively un00
49
AT
22,538
20,407
Otis,
harmed. Her mast was broken off but be320
329
193,375
227,350)
274
192,018
197,700
Sedgwick,
yond tjpit she suH’ered little or no injury.
210
135,994
141,954
Sullivan,
The factory was ot brick, one story high, and
294
283
104,022
209,137
Surry,
ON
was 150 feet
407
419
Tr.
192,984
202,353
long and 50 feet wide. Herman
300
Ire
323
240,007
200,729
the
was one of the killed.
fireman,
Myers,
95
81
51.075
44,143
Verona,
Hie others were two laborers and a boy.
80
92
Waltham,
44,092
57,727
93
Swan's Island,
27.805
21,829
The loss is §75,000; no insurance.
Commencing at 7 1-2 o’clttk.
23
No.
11,184

at

tones which reveal new

depths of meaning.
Bv the City Treasurer's Report it
»o0,

The contract for building all the depots, station
buildings, engine houses, warehouses and wood-

:iw:t5‘

Room to LetKoom iu City Block, over Tsauc Allard’s store,
under the Journal otUoe. Apply to the editor
paper.
tf25
Belfast, Dec. 22.

THEanil
ot this

Yellow Ash Wanted-

QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
10 feet long, to be hauled during the winter.
Apply
to the editor of tills paper.
THE FISHERY QUESTION.
Dec. 13,1860.
istf;:;
Halifax. N. S. March 19.—In the Assem- England.
0mir
SPOKES!
bly yesterday Mr. Kirk presented a petition
Mrs.
CLARA A. SLEEPER
from the fishermen, merchants and inhabiThe subscriber hnsjust received from New Hampshire,
CACHE
It OF PIANO FORTH. Residence at Mrs. Ten Thousand best
tants of Cape Canso complaining of the. enlllokery and White Oak Spokes,
IIUIl8EIiI/a Congress Street, Belfast.
torm 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
croachment of American fishermen and ask^4“ Special attention given to beginners.
tf 14
at No. 1, PIIRNTX' ItOW.
Spokes
H27
ing the government to bring the facts containOAKES ANGIER.
WM» ANNA BELL BAKER
ed in the petition to the notice of the DominWill give Piano Forte instruction*. Application
ion authorities and to urge the adoption of made
may be
at the New England House, where terms
Vessel for Sale
measures for protecting the fisheries
by arm- may be learned.
Bellast, March 14,1870.
ed vessels.
THE schooner SENATOR, 34 tons O.M.
sptCia
Is in good order and well found in
sails,
THE OREATEMT HOOD
rigging, cable, Ac. Will bo sold very low.
A singular phenomenon occurred at the to the
E, B. GARDNER,
be
number
will
greatest
infallibly secured bv a
commencement of the storm
Buckspoit,
of the knowledge imparted in Ur.
Friday morning diffusion
Hayes’ new
and
medical work entitled ‘THE SCIICNPE
in St. John, N. B.
A
noise
was OF popular
rumbling
or
LIFE,
R.
is
COOPER
still
at
a
tlie
old
SELF-PRESERVATION;”
stand
of
practical
heard, and immediately afterwards a portion treatise upon matters deeply concerning the health
and
of the bottom of the harbor on the Carloton vigor of both old and young of both sexes. A perusal
HALLS & COOI'ER,
of this volume has been the means of
side sunk bodily, so that where before at low sands to
restoring thou- where he will keep constantly on hand a good assorthealth and happiness already, and it is destined ment of
Lnmlier, Cement, Lime, Maud tend
tide there was a beach, there is now water to to a long career of usefulness.
An advertisement in. our
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
the depth of twenty feet. Some wharves columns, under the head of “The Peabody Medical I n
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a constitute,” will give the reader a good Idea of the work or tinuance of the same.
were destroyed and lumber carried adrift.
M, It. COOPER.
intentions of the author.
f»\v.'U»sp
Belfast, Feb. Ill, lard.
Il’ij

A

^P«KE«!

T

Fishing

npiIE
J_

cerned,

To the

The mortgage is tor $15,000,000, of which $;!,000,00o
will be reserved and held in trust for the redemption ot

THU

outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Railroad
Company, now merged in the Chesapkak and Ohio.

Honorable Judge of Probate for the County3 of
Waldo:
UNDERSIGNED, Guardian of Alfred J. Roberts, of IS rooks, in said County, minor heir of Alfred J. Roberts, late of Brooks, in said
County, deceased, respeetlully represents that said minor is seized and
of certain real estate, situate in the towns of
'rooks, Knox and Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
viz.: all his interest in the real estate of which said deceased was seized or possessed at the time of his decease, that an advantageous oiler of one thousand dollars has been made by Adelaide S. Roberts, Louise C.
Libby, Abby D. Chase, Sarah F. Roberts, Ellen W. Roberts, Isabel E. Roberts and Alfred E. Chase, of said
Brooks, which otter it is for the interest of all concerned
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put
out on interest for the benefit of said minor.
Where I'OUK your petitioner
prays your honor to grant
her a license to sell and convey 6aid real estate ot said
minor, (including the reversion of the widow’s dower

Eosseased

thereon,)

to said

parties

for said sum.
SARAH

A. ROBERTS.

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and lor the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of March.

At

The

present price is 90 and accrued interest.

amply secured, so carefully guarded, and
hereafter to command a prominent place
among the favorite securities in the markets, both ot
this Country and Europe, will be at once appreciated
and quickly absorbed.
A Loan

so

so

certain

Very respectfully,

a

A. D. 1870.
PON the
tioner

U
causing

foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petigive notice to all persons interested, by

copy of said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at
Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of
April next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the same should not be
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w3C
a

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

M.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Court of

Bankruptcy,
at

for the County of
Belfast, April 2,1870, at
PETEK
THACHER.
o’clock,
Register 5th District, Maine.
Beliast, March 3, lsro.
apr*
next

will
TIIEWaldo,
P. M.

2

Of the remaining $13,000,000, a sufficient amount will
be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river, perfect
and improve the portion now In operation, and thoroughly equip the whole for a large and active traffic.

be

held

FISK &

HATCH,
Bankers.

P. S.-ffe have issued pamphlets
containing (nil particulars. statistical details, maps, etc,, which will be
furnished upon application.
W“We buy and sell Government Bonds, and receive
the accounts of Banks, Bankers, Corporations, and
others, subject to check at sight, and allow Interest on
;iraos33
daily balances.

ETERNITY FOR

cold. It was the most dismal time
reduced taxa- from the
since the wreck. Many came in
experienced
tion, and economy in national expenses.
who had
used
incut of the national debt

ALL.

read "I battles with their thousands slain,
Of plagues that buried mvriads side by side.
(if savage hordes that seem’d to live in vain,
I

by

a

amount of revenue from all
sources in 1669,
Deduct for interest on the national
And what Gen. Grant should lie
limited to expend for ordinary
purposes,

What lietacombs of unknown dead I see,
And marvel if at death they rose again.
And if nil these still be

That Shakespeare lives, we easily believe—
The wonder were that such could ever die.
Hut those unthinking swarms! who can conceive
How they should live, or why?

£370,!Uo,747

8160,000,000
8160,234,3411

Leaving,

Thus, with the present amount of revenue |
raised by the national government from all ]
sources, on a system of economical adminis- ;
tration, the enormous sum of ONE HUN-!

not* If here life’s lowly ends they serve.
Mav there not be hereafter lowly ends?
I'he ruder mission for the ruder nerve:
Oiie makes—one only mends.

Why

DRED AND SIXTY MILLIONS oi dollars
If it were applied to the paycan be saved.
meut of the national debt, the whole debt

Their numbers shake us S'—Though the stars had been
Like earth, each one the cradle of a race.
And all immortal, there were room within
The eternal dwelling-place.

would be extinguished in a dozen years,
lint a better plan of disposing of this great
surplus may be adopted. Congress cun relieve the people of taxes to the amount of
$100,000,000, and then have $00,000,000 to
be applied yearly to the extinguishment of
the national debt.
The statistics above are all derived from
Workingmen of the
public documents.
Are they
State and Nation, look at them!
Had you any adequate idea
not appalling?
of the immense amount extracted each year
from the bones, sinews, sweat and life of LaliOK, beyond all just necessities of a prudent
and economical government?
Yet, Gen.
Grant, in his late message, says the expenditures cannot be reduced, but must be increased. A profligate Congress, by its acts, speaks
the same language. Gen. Grant proclaims
that the bonds of government, which the law
stipulates shall be paid in legal tender, shall
be paid in gold, thus adding more than $300,.
000,000 in legal tender, to the national debtCongress says the same thing. Alas, the
brave general who conquered the army of the
Rebellion has been captured by the MONEY
POWER. And our profligate members of
Congress are owned soul and body by it.
ignoble fall of both President and Con-

For, infinite as space, and in its needs
As various as creation, it demands
All modes of being, intellect and creed-.
Outnumbering the sands.
SLANDER.
’Twas but a breath—
And vet a woman’s fair fame wilted
And friends once fond grew cold and stilted :
And life was worse than death.
One venomed word.
That struck its coward, poisoned blow
In craven whispers, hushed and low.
And yet the wide world heard.
Tivas but one whispered—one—
That muttered low, for very shame,
That thing the slanderer dare not name.
And yet its work was done.
A hint so slight,
And vets so mighty in its power,
A human soul, in one short hour.
Lies crushed beneath its blight.

AFTER THE BATTLE.
Night eloseil around the conqueror's way.
And lightnings show'd the distant hill,
Where those who lost that dreadful day,
.Stood few and faint, but fearless stil I.
The soldier’s hope, the patriot’s zeal,
Forever dinun'd, forever cross’d,
>h! who shall say what heroes feel.
When all hut life ami honor's lost:

gress !
Is there ;my relief to be expected from such
sources ?
Xot ;i particle. We solemnly assure our brethren who earn their bread by the
sweat of their brows, that their only reliance
The last sad hour of freedom’s dream,
is in themselves alone. Politicians and demAnd valor’s task, moved slowly by.
While mute they watch’d, till morning's beam
will not save you.
And if you
agogues
Should rise and give them light to die.
would save yourselves you must act, and act
There’s yet a world, where souls are free.
with a courage worthy of your noble cause.
Where tyrants taint not nature’s bliss
It is the cause of justice, and of liberty to
11 death that world’s bright opening be,
>h! who would live a slave in this lyourselves, your wives, and children. Do
not be frightened with the threats of old parFACTS FOR WORKINGMEN.
ty leaders, whose hands reek with corruption,
in this
The workingmen of this country, devoted nor deluded by their cajoles; but act
crisis with a courage and energy worthy of
to the Republic and the safety of the Union
which constitutes us a nation, were willing, men who dare and deserve to be free. [Lawhile the Union was in peril, to sacrifice bor Reform Dispatch.
property, life, everything which we hold
THE LOSS OF THE GOLDEN CITY.
of the Federal Govfor the

dear,

en

S130.694.579
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Belfast, Maine.
K< ,|{FT I T E D MV Hi:. 1.. 1)1 \
''■4 I" /wi it
•\p>
tailing to jure in less time than any
••tie
inau, rnon fUetually ami permanently with
j.l
'•
r* --traiut Ip.in occupation or less
exposure t<> ali
we
lu i, with
pleasant medicines.
SELF Atil.> K
ND SOLITARY HABITS,

nonnoxisw.’

0

tin* New Book

&_CO.

MARION,

WALES

GILES,
OF

COMPANY

N. J.

&

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,
■

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS ANn SITUATIONS,

THE

WATCH

(GILES, WALES

REVENUE,

CO.,

AND JOBBERS

MAIDEN

NEW

LANE,

YORK

MOREL AM)

FROSTED

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
**

CHAS. A. DANA, Editoh.

plants and vines to every subscriber; inducements to canunsurpassed. $1,000 Life Insurances, Grand Pianos,
Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, &c.,
the premiums. Specimens and lists free. Send a
and
Dollar
try it.
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York.
vassers

among

(ESTABLISHED I*30.)

GRIFFITHS,

For Sale

lyr34

Saws! AxesiSaws!
The steamer Golden City left San Francisco SAWS
of all descriptions.
AXES, BELTING and
on the 18th of February, with about three MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAW'S with
hundred passengers. The weather was Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.
pleasant and everything promised a pleasant
out
from
about
had
been
We
Sc
-s.^BT
port
voyage.
WELCH A GRIFFITHS,
thirteen days and nineteen hours and had run
Bouton, Ma§i»., or Detroit, Mich.
on
mornthe
about one thousand miles, when
ing the 22d the lirst passengers on deck were
alarmed at the steamer running head on into a thick fog, and hearing the heavy roar ot
the breakers, apparently in close proximity.
It was evident that we were dangerously
near the shore, while right ahead the peril
apparent to old sailors on the coast, the density and blackness of the bank of the, fog

NOTICE,
AN1) AFTER TUESDAY

OF

D1

by C. HERVEY, Watchmaker

Phthisic!
Till

THE

NO \V

sic.
sic,

Rollovos

Always

tlii' most Distressing eases of l’hthisic in
few minutes.
Inhaled with tin- breath, it goes directly to the I.ungs
and air cells and relief is immediate and certain.

I
i

lT.NTKD, May hs, hso.i.
Price 7'. cts. By Mail $1.00,
PA

KATA
CAPT.

Will make blit

one

Ol

X>

X

JST

J. <

j

IS

“A penny

Savings Bank

T111'

TIMK TO

DKroMI,

saved is a penny earned.

POSITS m:uie

b loro the* 1st <d‘ l>oc ember,
or April, will hi placed
on
month.
upon
Deposits received daily at tie hanking Roma, trom 9
to 1
A. Mand ■! to J I*. M. Saturdays trom e u»
A.M.
JOHN II. <^l I M15\ Tre.
<A FAl .\t 1. Brest.
1 f1 •
Belfast, Nov. la, Isf.".
on

HENRY S. II1 < II

Lcathi^ Ilelfust every TUESDAY. ft«»turntngr,
GEO. G. WELLS,
leive Uostou every Fill DA V.
t!22
Agent.

best Cath-

To Females in Delicate Health.
IK. HOW. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 F.xim< <• ;t St., Boston, is consulted
daily for all discus*
i>
incident to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
So invariably certain is this new mode
very lew days.
of treatn< m.ihat. most obstinate complaints yield under
t
ie
alHieted
and
person soon rejoice.*, in perfect health.
it,
Dr P rw has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than any other physician in

we

could

see a

CITY

BONDS,

EXEMPT

TAXATION'

METALLIC CASES
■'

••

11Y

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

x^oiv25

*9

quacks,
cities,

g

medical!)

LOOK?

IOOK

Cxeellecl In/

TOOK

Weal.”—FRANKLIN.

“Economy

Some exhibit torged
cure.
Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
ot
the
others
exhibit
world;
part
Diplomas of the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not
assuming and
advi rtising in names of those inserted In the diplomas,
but to turtle r ttu-ii imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long sinei dead. Neither be deceived

Diseases,

Diplomas of

in any

only

b.v
Q l AC K N < 1ST K UM M A KK US,

trough

lals*. certificates and references, and recommend
at ions oi their medicines by the dead, who cannot expos,
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further their !m
po i:ion-, opy lrom medical books, much that is written
ol the <pialitit s and off cts ol different herbs amt plants
and a-oribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specific-*
&e
most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
the ancient ! lief of its ‘‘curing everything^” but now
known to “kill more than is cured,” and those nut
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, kuowiug
other r.-uiedy, he relies upon MhKci;uY,and gives it
to all hi-, pali.-nts, In Pills, Drops, Ac., so the Nostrum
maker, equally Ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Sped lie Antidot- &c., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted iu various
ways throughout the land, but, alas I nothing Is said ot
some ut whom die, others grow worse ami
tin balam
are lett to linger ami sutler lor months or years, until re
lie.cd or cured, i; posssible, by coiupeteut physicians.

Through

i...»

■L

rOOK

intercept

country.

$00,011,108

$20,003,702

Thus, the ordinary exiienses of government in 1809 should not now

exceed,

llut they were, during the first year
of Gen. Grant’s Administration,
Deduct what they should be,

$80,018,810
$190,790,355
80,013,810

*110,782,545
Thus, the present corrupt and profligate
Congress and Administration expend ONE
HUNDRED AND TEN MILLIONS of dollars
of the people’s money every year more than
they should expend, and which should be applied to the payment of the national debt, or
left in the people’s p<x;kcts by a reduction of
taxation. The civil list, the army, the navy,
should be reduced in numbers, and curtailed
in expenses. And all corrupt contracts authorized by Congress, and the fraudulent
claims and largesses to corporations voted by
that body, and shared in by some of its members, should bo stopped.
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE.

We will now show in conclusion what may
be saved to the people or applied to the pay-

exchange

of signals with the shore she turned back and
steamed round the point out of sight. We
were informed that the captain was going to
make a speech and wanted us to be present.
A box was placed in commanding position,
and a few flourishes about the objects of the
meeting were gone into “pro bono publico.”
He stated that the Colorado would proceed
twenty-five miles down the coast to a sheltered bay, where we could embark with perfect
safety. The women and sick must be attended to. He hoped they would be found willing to do all in their power to consummate
this object.
ihe journey to the Colorado was taken up
I immediately after the captain retired, and
continued late that afternoon till the last had
left. We had a clean sand beach to within
The small quantity
two miles of the point.
of water dealt out for the tramp were soon
exhausted; we passed the night without a
drop. The direct road from here to the point
of deliverance was not definitely known,
some supposing it to be over the point of the
mountain, while others chose to go inland
and rounds its base. It was night before any
great number reached the end of the beach.
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on.
toiling
a fresh breeze blowing in from the sea sent its
clouds of fog and wet into our faces. Those
who had no blankets suffered ten fold misery
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will buy one that has a standard
Now, the national expenditures should not o’clock we were cut short in our conjectures
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conincrease in a greater proport ion than the pop- by tidings that she was in sight. A boat was reputation, is double thread, complete with Table,
structed upon entirely new and practical principles,
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bow, north and west,

TWENTY YEARS

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so writ
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Hot*
Proprietors, &e., that he is much recommended, and par
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trip per week during the winter.

at his office.
DR. DIX

and it cannot bo contradicted, except by
boldly
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he
is THK n\!.Y KKl.l l.AK CiltADUATK PHYSICIAN
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Watch Co., has been carried by me the three months,
its total variation from mean time being only
seconds
during that, time li. 1>E FANCY, engineer I* & 1.. if. K.
Wat. it No. 1105—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic
Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .1manufactured by l
s.
Watch Co., has been carried by me eleven mouth-; its
total variation from mean time being only seven seconds
in the entire time.
A. H. KIN(i. 7 Park Place, N.Y..
Yice-l’res’t Kiastic Cone Spring Co., N. .1. (Nr Siring
and K. Co,

HENllY SMITH,
Treas. l’anama It. It., ss Wall Street.
Watch No. IgOPi—bearing Trade-Mark,
U. S.
manufactured by United
Watch Co.. Marion, N. 1
States Watch Co., has been carried by me five months;
its total var at ion from mean time being only twelve
G CO. EOVIS, General Eastern l*asseng<r
seconds,
Agint, Toldo, Wabash & Western Railway.
Watch No. PAV.*—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
Atherson & uO., Marion, N.
manufactured by U. S.

ly five second? per month.

return it has not varied one second per week.
]{. LASS1NG, Manager Knickerbocker Fife lnsur
anee Co., 1G1 Broadway, N. V.
Utica, N. V., Feb. 15, !n0.
Watcii No. 1058, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. .J.,” manufactured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me t wenty
months; its total variation from meantime being live
X. C. PRIEST,
seconds per month.
Asst. Sunt. X. V. C. & II. K. II.
my

Ladies

us verts,

ticulnrly

GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
jji5TWatch No. 10S0. Stem Minder—-bearing Trade-Mark. Frederic Atherton A Co., Marion, N. J.,1* manufactured i>y United States Warcli ( o., has
been carried by me from December, 1S<»S to January ITtli, 1^70, it- t-»t*il variation being only t"v> srn o rats in the entire time.
L. F. i’iiiitknm'n, Late Register l
Yew York. Jan. 17, 1S70.
s. Treasury.
Urn:A, N. Y. Feb. 11, 1870.
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Watch No. 1124—bearing I'r.nh -Mark,
Watch
Sc,
Trade-Mark,
Fayette tal variation from mean time being only
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Atherton &Co.," manufactured by the U. S. Watch Co.
eight seconds
N. J. manufactured by U. S. Watcii
has been carried by me seven months ; its total variation Stratton, Marion,
per month. Have been travelling through different seclias been carried by me YZ months; its total varia- tions ot the
from New York to Calvaston. Texfrom meantime being only six seconds. A. L. DENNIS, Co,,
country,
tion from mean time being fifteen seconds.
President N. J. K. K, & T. Co,
as, and back, by steamer and railroad.
K. KICK,
1. \ ROOM AN, Engineer N. V. C. & II. It. It.
ot Whitney & Kice, 17b Broadway, N. S’.
Watch No. 1125, Stem Winder- bearing Trade-Mark,
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Nc.
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Feb.
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Co., Marion,
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&
N.
manufactured
Co.,
Marion,
Is.
mean
time
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iron)
its total variation
by U. S.
being
various climates of Europe. During that lime and since .June’,

The cheapest, smartest, and best New York newspaper
SemiEverybody likes it. Three editions: Daily,
Wn'ELV.ft'ij and Weekly, 81 ayear. AllthbNews
at half-price. Full reports of markets, agriculture, Farmers*
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in every
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of valuable

tpplving

hesit.de

MOVEMENTS.

The liner grades all having time pairs Conical Pivots. Cap Jiiweleil, in Ctol«l S-wCt-ii***. ami accurately adjusted to Jlmt, f'oht and 1‘nsii, uu and all, r\ n
in the cheapest grades, have the 1ST HAIGHT LINK Kscapcment, with Lxposc 1 I’ullet .Jewels and Hardened and Tempered Hair Springs; and i'or our I. r improvu m« nt in
STEM WINDING mechanism wo claim a Sl'/ih'S<i Til, SIMPL !CITY, and .S' MOO TfIX hi<S hitherto mcittniued in an> other munutactur*-, at horn. or
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, Independent Id, 1-5 Split and Fly-back >< dnds, for taking
three different times, lor timing horses, Artillerymen. &c.
44T Price List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally. Hcwnre of worthless imitations, with a hi ch the country is
flooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those oi whom you purchase, and see that the words, Marion. N. J., arc engraved on the plaU to iu the main spring
barrel. All others are spurious.

And

Single

DELICATE DISORDERS;
.Mercurial Affections; Eruptions ami all diseases of th•“kin
Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and body. l*i tuples ,.n
the Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness, Coustiiu
tionul and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
vanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OK MARRIED.

so
arranged that patients never -a— or hear aeh other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is !¥«. II, hu\
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account cau any person

MANUFACTURERS 0o'r‘»» WATCHES. PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.
BOTH

Incident to Married and
SECRET AND

HR. li. IILY N
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
* laiilirolt Street, llonioii.

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

TIFF
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Person* of
ncorcu I ADLC either sex, who desire to know
how they may realize from $1000 to $3000 a year, introducing valuable and popular books, may address LEE &
SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston, Mass, iff State what
paper you saw tins in.

It is far the

OF

STATES

UNITED

DECD£PTADI C

MiM, Certain. Safe, Efficient.

Feet Front—Iron and Glass.

WOSKS

.

The New York Soldier Author.y
This is the mo9t thrilling, the most popular, and the
best selling Book ever published. Send $2, and we will
forward sample copg and all necessary instructions concerning the business. Address R. H. Ferguson & Co.,
Publishers, New York.

hanging over point Lazaro, were unaccountable to us who knew nothing of the coast. It
was night intensified. Looking over the other
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The Capture, the Prison-Fen and the Escape.
WILLARD WORCESTER GLAZIER.

WELCH

r K

M AI N I

nilniiiiistrn'if.

ol'TIri-;, IIAVmitlt IJI.OCK,

ACiENTS WANTED FOR

from a passenger on board the ill-fated vessel
to the San Francisco Alta Calitornia, and
which appears in that paper dated the 2nd
in st.:
Ox Board the Steamer Colorado, /
^
February, 2(1, 1870.

l
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Kther

or

<’"■rxsru.Fi! it ATToits/. j

showing up the secrets anil inner workings of the Revenue Department, the Whiskey Ring, Gold Ring, and
Drawback Frauds, Systematic Robbery, |Depredations,
Conspiracies and Raids on the Government, Malfeasance,
Tyranny and Corruption of. high Officials. The most
startling and important book published. Containing
about 500 well-tilled pages, spiritedly illustrated.
Send ior Circular
Mold by subscription only.
WW. FLINT, Publisher.
and special terms.
Philadelphia, Pa ; Chicago, 111., or Cincinnat i, O.
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lluyfiml Illock.J
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Sjj'Xitroti' <*xii!• tiui

Prominent Officer of theTreasury Service,

a

IM: \ TI NT,

HTUKKI',

!!H'!;ril

Voi-lc.

MORMONS

SECRETS OF INTERNAL
By

law,

LOMBARD,

Hli.'i- iir-t iloor soutn ol

a

Agents Wante«l?for

P

SI' K «E0.\

Sister oi a High Priest, ami a resident for 15 years
/’rice $2.
Illustrated.
Pages 472.
among them.
Giving a lull and authentic account of their moral, social and political condition to the present time, and of
the mysteries and workings of Pol.yjrani.y. Full of
startling facts and astonishing disclosures. Sold only
by subscription. Exclusive territory given. Circulars
and sample sheets sent free. Address
BELKNAP & BLISS, Hartford, Conn.

preservation

In I860, as shown by the census, the population of the Union was 31,445,069. We call
it :i],600,uoo, for convenience.
The only
revenue of tlie government was raised by a
tariff-—by duties on importations. It amounted, in i860, to $611,187,302. Divided per
capita among the people, it was $1,69 for
every man, woman and child. To this sum
fifty cents more may lie added for state,
county, and municipal taxation, making
S3.19 per head. That included all the taxes
imposed upon llie people in the last year before the war was commenced.
In 1869, the first year ot Gen. Grant's administration, the taxes of all kinds, including
Tariff, Internal Revenue, and direct taxes,
levied by the National Government on tlie
people, were $370,943,787. Estimating the
population of the country at 40,000,000,
which would be allowing an increase of
nearly one-third since 1860, and the taxation
would bo $9.37 per head.
The state and
municipal taxation averages about $2 per
head, which, added to the national taxation,
makes $11.37 per head for every man, woman and child in the country.

i nt

By

Further and complete particulars of the
Rut, alter the war was ended,
they had reason to expect that the govern- loss of the steamer Golden City, off Point
ment would be restored to its old foundaLazaro, are contained in tin1 following letter
as

TAXATION.

TUC

n

Attorney at

14 W \ LL STREET,

Jlcto fu&bcrttscmcnts.

ernment.

tion,
regards economy, after it was relieved from the shock of war. They expected it would return to habits of a careful use
of the public funds, and that it would relieve
the burdens of the people by a reduction of
taxation, so far as it could be done without
injuring the national credit. But, in this we
have been most grievously disappointed, as
the following facts will show. We institute
a
comparison between 1860 and 1869— the
first year of Gen. Grant’s Administration,
We begin first with

Counsellor and

walked barefooted in the hot sand had swolland burnt feet from the piercing rays of
the sun. One woman was carried in delirious and raving with suffering. So keen was
the desire to get aboard that night that nearly half the passengers went beyond the fires
and attempted to cross the mountains in the
dark. The prudent ones came back after
getting among rocks, cactus and thorny
bushes. Alas for the rest; a roll came on
the 17th showed nine missing, among them
It is feared some will perish.
a woman.
The next morning the march was resumed
round the mountain instead of over it. By
Friday evening all who arrived at the head
of the bay wore taken aboard and gonerousy cared for.

Whole

And, unregretted, died.
And through the histories—sacred and profane—

PHILO CHASE,

up—those especially

totally

1H77

lyr

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
"Ititmle.s of them sutler, linger, and die, becausu ol
in \\ onus.
Tin only elleelual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous ol all worms, in children or
••dults.i* found in DU. (iOl l.b’S 1*1 N WORM s\ UUI*.
i un i; vegetable; safe and certain. A valuable
cathartic,
und beneiielal to health. «;»•<» *\ (iOODW IN & cu
*!v».'tou, ami hi druggists.
i,

CAUTION.—a.1 1 oenuine has the namein Bkiutyian
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svnn\\\(not “IV ruvian Burk.”)
J. i’. DiNoAioiiik
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